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 Cement-soil stabilisation has been widely used to improve engineering 
performance of clayey soils in various applications. This thesis investigates the 
presence of different curing conditions such as atmospheric pressure, isotropically 
loaded-drained and –undrained curing stress on the microstructure as well as 
engineering performance of cement treated marine clay. Furthermore, the constitutive 
behaviour of the treated specimens under triaxial loadings were also examined and 
related to the microstructural changes. The engineering properties measured include 
the basic volume-mass properties (moisture content, void ratio, bulk density, specific 
gravity), Atterberg limits, as well as strength and compressibility properties; while the 
microstructure was investigated through scanning electron microscopy, mercury 
intrusion porosimetry and laser diffractometric measurement of particle size 
distribution.  
The results show that the level of effective stress which the soil experiences 
during curing has a significant effect on its post-curing microstructure and is 
manifested in the macroscopic behaviour. The basic volume-mass properties, strength 
and compressibility properties were dependant on the end states of the treated 
specimen, being plotted as specific volume against effective confining stress in linear-
log compression plane. Furthermore, the measured volume-mass properties were 
reasonably in good agreement with those predicted from the proposed model, which 
accounts for both initial consolidation and hydration effects.   
The microstructural observation reveals that the cement treated clay adopts a 
structure which could be described as flocculated with significant intra-aggregate pore 
volume; this being consistent with the increase in liquid limit for the treated clay. The 
 vi
particle size distributions obtained from different effort of remoulded specimens show 
that the aggregation effect which results from the cement treatment makes it difficult 
to clearly define a grading curve. The greater the remoulding effort and duration, the 
greater is the amount of aggregation destroyed, resulting in smaller and smaller 
particle sizes. 
The isotropic compression behaviour for cement treated clay is similar to that 
obtained for natural and artificially cemented soils, which shows sensitivity 
behaviour. Beyond gross yield, the sensitivity decreases and a post-yield compression 
line was obtained for cement treated clay originated from different states at post-
treatment. The shearing behaviour of the treated clay when normalized for both 
volume and stress sensitivity shows that the behavioral framework for natural soils by 
Cotecchia and Chandler (2000) could not be applied in the current study, in particular 
the stress path under triaxial drained condition. It was found that the current stress 
sensitivity (sensitivity varies with specific volume during shearing), rather than the 
initial sensitivity is a more appropriate in the normalization procedures. This is to 
include for the continuous change in soil structure arises from shearing.  
Post-peak strain softening behaviour of cement treated clay is associated with 
rupturing. A progressive decrease in the post-peak friction coefficient with further 
rupturing was obtained. The SEM observations indicate that break-up of aggregates 
into smaller aggregates and particles, thus a finer particulate texture on the rupture 
surface was seen as rupturing is progressed. The post-ruptured envelope was found to 
be near to or above the critical stress ratio of untreated marine clay. 
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1.1  Cement-Soil Stabilization 
Introduction of cement into soft ground, or cement-soil stabilization, either in 
the form of dry cement powder or slurry cement, is a popular method of ground 
improvement technique. The inclusion of cement into soil-water systems causes 
physico-chemical changes at a microstructural level and therefore mechanical 
behaviour of the treated soil at a macroscopic level. The short-term gain in strength is 
the result of primary hydration reaction, which also leads to a reduction in moisture 
content during the chemical reaction. This process forms two cementing minerals, 
namely Calcium Silicate Hydrates (CSH) and Calcium Aluminate Silicate Hydrates 
(CASH). At the same time, the release of lime into the inter-particle voids leads to the 
formation of a flocculated structure. Subsequent long term gain in strength is a result 
of secondary pozzolanic reaction between the lime and the clay minerals (e.g. Kezdi, 
1979; Bergado et al., 1996).  
 
 Over the years, cement stabilization has been developed from surface 
treatment (such as for road pavement) and extended significantly to a greater depth, 
wherein cement columns are created through deep mixing. In this method, specially 
designed machines with several shafts equipped with mixing blades and stabilizer 
injection nozzles are used to construct in-situ treated soil columns in various patterns 
and configurations. The use of the Deep Mixing Method (DMM) was probably started 
sometime in the early to mid-1970s. As DMM is implemented using cement slurry, it 
is often termed Cement Deep Mixing (CDM) (Porbaha, 1998). Since then, the 
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equipment used has improved and the application of deep mixing as a ground 
improvement method has been extended throughout the world.  
 
1.2  Some Issues in Cement-Soil Stabilization 
 In practice, upon completion of the DMM installation, the improved ground 
will be left for curing over a specific period of time, before commencement of 
construction activities. Tatsuoka and Kobayashi (1983) highlighted the curing 
conditions of improved ground through deep mixing. According to them, the treated 
ground is cured under ground temperature with geostatic pressure acting on it. The 
excess pore water that built up during installation is free to move. Such free 
movement of water causes ground settlement and the horizontal stress of the 
improved ground in an anisotropic K0 condition. However, in past laboratory works, 
soil-cement samples prepared in the laboratory were often not cured under loading. 
This condition is unlikely to be able to accurately reflect the actual ground condition. 
In fact, how much effective stress will actually build up in the treated soil mass before 
the treated material sets and cures is still relatively unknown. It is likely to depend on 
numerous factors such as permeability of the treated and surrounding ground, speed 
of setting and proximity to drainage boundaries. The other accompanying issue is how 
much difference the curing under different effective stress conditions contribute to the 
properties of the treated ground. This issue therefore forms the first part of the current 
research. 
 
 Terashi (2001) noted that the current design method of the improved ground, 
which utilizes unconfined compression strength, is rather conservative. This is 
partially attributable to the large difference often observed between data obtained 
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from laboratory-prepared cement-treated soil specimens and field specimens (Sakai et 
al., 1996). According to the Cement Deep Mixing Association of Japan CDM (1994), 
the unconfined compressive strength of cement-treated soil collected from the field is 
usually only half to one-fifth of the strength of laboratory-prepared specimens. 
Several reasons may possibly account for such discrepancies, such as the mixing 
conditions in laboratory are properly controled and well defined as compared to field 
mixing. The other reason might due to the limitations of unconfined compression test, 
which cannot accurately simulate geostatic and drainage conditions (Tsuchida and 
Tanaka, 1995; Yu et al., 1997). To improve cost efficiency in design and construction, 
Porbaha et al. (2000) and Terashi (2001) highlighted a few issues or tasks that should 
be tackled in the coming decade. One of these is to develop an appropriate failure 
criterion such as peak and residual strengths that covers a wide range of confining 
pressure. This indicates a proper behavioural framework for cement-treated clay 
under triaxial compression test is essential for research. This is the area which is 
addressed in the second part of the present research.  
 
1.3  Objectives of Current Research 
 Based on both the outstanding issues discussed above, the current research 
was conducted to achieve the following objectives: 
i) To study behaviour and performance of cement treated marine clay in the 
presence of atmospheric, drained and undrained ambient effective load-curing 
conditions. 
ii) To study stress-strain behaviour of cement treated marine clay at a 
macroscopic level, and consequently relates this behaviour to the 
microstructural changes during both isotropic compression and shearing. 
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iii) To provide a behavioural framework for cement treated marine clay cured 
under various conditions, in the presence of confining pressure and drainage 
conditions.  
 
The key assumptions and limitations of which the research has been carried 
out are as follows: 
(a) The specimen of cement-clay mixtures are prepared in laboratory with a 20% 
cement content and cured for 7 days. In such a condition, the results are likely 
to be applicable to such limited configurations. 
(b) The elementary assumptions are applied to the cement-clay specimen such that 
the boundaries of the element are properly controlled and the mixture within 
the element is assumed to be isotropic homogeneous. 
(c) The specimen has insignificant air content. 
(d) The phase relationships for cement-clay model derived in this study only 
account for both hydration and curing-consolidation effects. The pozzolanic 
reaction is not considered in the phase relationship. 
(e) The hydration model from cement-water paste (Neville, 1995) is directly 
applied to the clay-cement-water mixtures, assuming hydration is independent 
of clay particles. In addition, the rate of hydration derived from cement-water 
paste is reasonably assumed to be unaffected by the microscopic arrangement 





2.1 Mechanisms of Cement-soil Stabilization 
2.1.1 Properties of Cement 
 Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is the most commonly used cement in 
cement-soil stabilization. Its main components are tricalcium and dicalcium silicates 
(C3S and C2S), tricalcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium alumino-ferrite (C4AF). 
In accordance with the notation commonly used in cement chemistry, C represents 
CaO, S represents SiO2, A represents Al2O3 and F represents Fe2O3. In the presence of 
water, these compounds form colloidal hydrated products of very low solubility. 
Aluminates react first, and are mainly responsible for setting, i.e. solidification of the 
cement paste. The later hydration of silicates leads to hardening of cement paste. The 
hydration reaction forms a rigid gel consisting of hydrated cementitious products, 
which are calcium silicate hydrates [CSH]; calcium aluminate hydrates [CAH]; and 
calcium aluminate silicate hydrates [CASH]. Also, the hydration of calcium silicates 
produces calcium hydroxide [Ca(OH)2], or lime. The Ca(OH)2 together with NaOH 
and KOH that are present in small amounts, cause a rise in pH of up to about 13.5 in 
the pore liquid. In cement-soil stabilization, the pH is usually slightly lower, ~12, 
because of the lower proportion of cement, and possibly pre-existing acidity in the 
soil. 
 
2.1.2 Cement-Soil Reactions 
Cement-soil reactions, which involve both hydration and pozzolanic reactions, 
may be represented by Eqs. (2.1) – (2.4) below:   
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C3S + H2O  C3S2HX (hydrated gel) + Ca(OH)2
(primary cementitious products) 
 
(2.1)
Ca(OH)2  Ca2+ + 2(OH)-
(hydrolysis of lime) 
 
(2.2)
Ca2+ + 2(OH)-  
+ SiO2 (soil silica) 
 C-S-H 
(secondary cementitious product) 
 
(2.3)
Ca2+ + 2(OH)-  
+ Al2O3 (soil alumina) 
 C-A-H 




The mechanism of soil cement stabilization involves a series of chemical 
reactions between clay, cement and water. There are two major chemical reactions 
which govern the mechanism: the primary hydration and the secondary pozzolanic 
reactions. The former is represented by Equation (2.1) and occurs between cement 
and water (from soil or cement slurry), resulting in rapid strength gain due to the 
formation of primary cementitious products. This is also the reaction which leads to 
the short-term hardening of cement-treated soil. In addition, lime is produced and the 
concentrations of Ca2+ and OH- ions in the pore water increases [Equation (2.2)] 
through the hydrolysis of the lime.  
 
The secondary pozzolanic reaction, also termed as solidification, occurs once 
the pore chemistry in the soil system achieves an alkaline condition when a sufficient 
concentration of OH- ions is present in the pore water. The resulting alkalinity of the 
pore water promotes dissolution of silica and alumina from the clays, which then react 
with the Ca2+ ions, forming calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium aluminate 
hydrate (CAH), which are the secondary cementitious products [Equations (2.3) and 
(2.4)].  These compounds crystallize and harden with time, thereby enhancing the 




It should be noted that the Eqs. (2.1) – (2.4) only apply to tricalcium silicate 
(C3S) only, which is the main constituent of OPC. The others main constituents of 
cement such as dicalcium silicates (C2S), tricalcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium 
alumino-ferrite (C4AF) are also involved in both the hydration and pozollanic 
reactions to produce calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), calcium aluminate hydrate (CAH) 
and calcium aluminate silicate hydrates (CASH). A complete set of chemical 
equations involving these reactions as well as lime treated clay have been presented 
by Kezdi (1979) and Bergado et al. (1996). 
 
2.1.3 Structure and Microstructure of Treated Clay 
The microstructure of the cement treated clay is often significantly different 
from that of the untreated clay. Kezdi (1979) suggested that a soil-cement skeleton 
matrix may be formed due to the inclusion of cement with each skeletal unit 
consisting of a core of hydrated cement gel (tobermorite gel) and secondary 
cementitious product (CSH and CAH) connecting the adjacent clay particles. In 
addition, the inter-particle bond strength also increases due to reduction of diffused 
double (absorbed) layer and flocculation of the secondary cementitious materials.  
 
Saitoh et al. (1985) proposed schematic diagrams to illustrate the change in 
structure of soil-cement mixtures during hardening, as shown in Fig 2.1. They 
postulated that the initial condition immediately after mixing consists of clusters of 
clay particles, surrounded by cement slurry. The primary hydration reaction involves 
only the shell of cement slurry, which forms hardened cement bodies. The secondary 
pozzolanic reaction involves the inner clay particles, leading to the formation of 
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hardened soil bodies. As they speculated, the strength of the improved soil will 
depend upon the strength characteristics of both types of hardened bodies.  
 
Locat et al. (1990) presented micrographs on the microstructure of lime-
treated sensitive clay (see Fig 2.2). As Fig 2.2(A) shows, before addition of lime, the 
clay has an open microfabric, and individual particles and aggregates could be seen. 
As Fig 2.2(B) shows, after 10 days of curing with quicklime, the soil has been 
flocculated into larger lumps; Fig 2.2(C-F) show the lumps cemented together by the 
subsequent pozzolanic reaction products. 
 
For cement-treated soil, Chew et al. (2004) noted that, as the cement content 
increases from 10% to 50%, the flocculated nature of the fabric becomes more evident, 
with soil particle clusters interspersed by large opening. They attributed this to the 
dissolution of silica and alumina from the clay minerals and their subsequent reaction 
with the Ca2+ ions to form CSH and CASH, which are then deposited onto the particle 
surface. They also highlighted a significant amount of entrapped water within the 
flocculated particle clusters, similar to the case for lime stabilized clay (Locat el al., 
1996). 
 
2.2 Influence of Various Factors on the Strength Index 
 The strength of the lime or cement treated soil can be affected by a number of 
factors. This is because the basic strength increment is closely related to the chemical 
reactions which take place between the soil and the stabilizing agent. The early 
research works carried out to understand the effects of the various factors on the 
strength of cement-treated soil were based on unconfined compressive strength, qu, 
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which is widely used as an index to represent the effectiveness of the stabilization 
method. Kezdi (1979) noted that factors affecting the strength of cement-treated soil 
include the characteristics and conditions of cement (chemistry composition and type), 
soil (grain-size distribution, chemistry components, plasticity and types) and water 
(sulphate, pH value and hardness). The secondary factors which also affect the 
strength of the improved soil include the installation processes (e.g. compaction, 
mixing, post-treatment) as well as temperature under which the work is carried out. 
Kezdi’s (1979) model is as illustrated in Figure 2.3.  
 
Terashi (1997) summarised the factors that influence the strength of the 
improved soil into four categories: characteristics of stabilizing agent; characteristics 
and condition of soils; mixing conditions; and curing conditions (see Table 2.1). He 
noted that not every factor listed in Table 2.1 could be accurately simulated in the 
laboratory. This is because in the laboratory testing, mixing and curing conditions are 
normally altered by adjusting the amount of binder and the curing time; while other 
site operating parameters are often not that easy to be simulated. For example, the 
mixing of soil and cement at the construction site used specially designed machine 
with single or multiple shafts and blades such as that shown in Figure 2.4. However, 
in laboratory, the standard Hobart mixer is often used. Therefore, the strength data 
obtained from laboratory tests is not a precise prediction, but only an ‘index’ to the 
actual strength. The strength parameters obtained from the field testing is therefore 






Table 2.1: Factors affecting the strength increase (after Terashi, 1997) 
I. Characteristic of stabilizing agent 
 
 
1. Type of stabilizing agent 
2. Quality  
3. Mixing water and additives 
II. Characteristics and conditions of 
soil (especially important for clays) 
1. Physical chemical and mineralogical 
properties of soil 
2. Organic content 
3. pH of pore water 
4. Water content 
III. Mixing conditions 1. Degree of mixing 
2. Timing of mixing/re-mixing 
3. Quantity of stabilizing agent 
IV. Curing conditions 1. Temperature 
2. curing time 
3. Humidity 
4. Wetting and drying/freezing and 
thawing, etc. 
 
2.2.1 Characteristics of Stabilizing Agents 
In general, the strength of an improved soil increases with the amount of 
stabilizing agent. However, the rate of increment is not in proportion to the cement 
contents (Kawasaki et al. 1981). For Bangkok Clay, Uddin et al. (1997) observed that 
the greatest increment rate lies in cement contents ranging from 10% to 25%. In this 
context, the term “cement content” refers to the ratio of solid mass of cement to solid 
mass of soil. For Singapore marine clay, Kamruzzaman (2002) noted significant 
increase in the strength of the treated soil within the cement content range of 5-40%. 
On the other hand, Miura et al. (2001) and Horpibulsuk et al. (2003) noted that the 
clay-water/cement ratio is a more appropriate parameter for quantifying the strength 
development of the cement treated soft clays, instead of cement content only. 
Similarly, Lee et al. (2005) showed that the strength of the improved clay is 
dependent on both the soil/cement ratio and also the water/cement ratio, or the relative 




The differences of improvement by using different types of cement have been 
investigated. Kawasaki et al. (1981) compared the effect of slag cement and ordinary 
Portland cement for two different types of soils in Japan, Kanagawa and Saga soils. 
The result in Figure 2.5 shows that the improvement obtained is not only dependent 
on the types of stabilizing agents, but also the soil types, or more precisely the 
chemical reactions that are involved between the stabilizing agents and the soils types. 
Similarly, Ahnberg et al. (1995) compared the effect of cement, lime and mixture of 
cement and lime mixed with different soils in Sweden, as shown in Figure 2.6. Based 
on field results from sandy ground with 5% of fines, Saitoh et al. (1990) noted that 
blast-furnace cement produces higher compressive strength than ordinary Portland 
cement. Besides cement or lime, a mixture of different stabilizing agents such as fly 
ash-cement mixture was also attempted (Balasubramaniam et. al, 1998).  
 
2.2.2 Characteristics and Conditions of Soil 
It is well-recognised that different types of soil (e.g. peat, clay, silt, sand, etc.), 
which consist of different physical and chemical properties such as grain size 
distribution, water content, Atterberg limits, type of clay minerals, cation exchange 
capacity, amount of soluble silica and alumina, pH of pore water and organic matter 
content, affect the chemical reactions between the soils and stabilizing agents and thus 
the properties of the treated soil. Niina et al. (1977) highlighted the influence of grain 
size distribution on the unconfined compressive strength of the cement treated soil. As 
shown in Figure 2.7, the highest improvement effect was obtained at a sand fraction 
of about 60%, irrespective of the amount of cement content. Taki and Yang (1991) 
also revealed that coarse grained soils show a larger strength for a given cement 




Among clay types, the effect of different mineralogy was studied by Wissa et 
al. (1965). Generally, as they highlighted, the soils with higher pozzolanic reactivity 
will render greater strength. For instance, montmorillonitic and kaolinitic clayey soils 
were effective pozzolanic agents, compared to clays which contain illite, chlorite or 
vermiculite. They explained that pozzolanic reaction between clay particles and 
hydrated lime is dependent on mineral composition, especially the amorphous silica 
and alumina that are present in the soil. Saitoh et al. (1985) also highlighted the 
importance of pozzolanic reactivity in the effectiveness of the cement-clay 
improvement.  
 
Apart from the soil types, the increase in water content that is present in the 
soil has an adverse effect on the strength of the improved soil. Endo (1976) showed 
the effect of initial water content ranging from 60% to 120% on the strength of 
laboratory prepared marine clay samples treated with cement. As shown in Figure 2.9, 
the increase in initial water content significantly reduces the compressive strength of 
the mixture at any particular cement content. However, as shown by Terashi et al. 
(1980), at very low moisture content, i.e. near to plastic limit, the degree of 
improvement is also not significant, as could be readily seen in Figure 2.10. The 
maximum effects were achieved at around the liquid limit of the original soil. Besides 
the initial moisture content that is present in the soil, the additional water which arises 
from cement slurry during mixing also has a significant effect on the strength of the 
improved soil (Horpibulsuk et al., 2003; and Lee et al., 2005). Therefore, the total 
amount of water that is present in the mixtures is an important factor that will affect 





2.2.3 Mixing Conditions 
The mixing conditions include factors such as the types of mixer, installation 
method, timing and degree of mixing. The importance of mixing is to create a treated 
soil mass with a high degree of uniformity. Such factor is considered as the major 
sources which caused the huge discrepancies between laboratory and in-situ strengths.  
 
Terashi et al. (1977) investigated the influence of mixing time on the 
unconfined compressive strength with lime stabilization. As Figure 2.11 shows, 
strength ratio decreases considerably when the mixing time is less than 10 minutes. 
Beyond 10 minutes, the strength ratio slightly increased. For cement-stabilized clay, 
Nakamura et al. (1982) also arrived at a similar tendency between the unconfined 
compressive strength and mixing period for laboratory prepared samples mixed under 
both cement powder and cement slurry (see Figure 2.12). The figure shows that the 
decrease in mixing time caused the unconfined compressive strength to decrease, 
while strength deviation on the other hand increases. In the laboratory, the 
standardization procedure by the Japanese Geotechnical society (JGS, 2000) arguably 
suggests a mixing period of 10 minutes as appropriate time to obtain a “sufficient 
mixing” by using Hobart mixer.  
 
For in-situ soil-cement mixing, Mizuno et al. (1988) studied the degree of 
mixing from the number of rotations of the blades on the quality of the treated soil. 
Figure 2.13 shows that a smaller coefficient of variation could be obtained for the 
case when the sum of blade rotations is higher than 360 rpm. Besides, Yoshizawa et al. 
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(1996) also showed that the number of mixing shafts, mixing blades and rotational 
speed may affect the strength of improved soil. According to them, better 
improvement could be obtained when using four mixing shafts and higher rotational 
speed as compared to single shaft with low speed. Apart from these effects, other 
configurations which may also influence the degree of mixing during installation of 
soil-cement mixing such as the number of shafts (Nishibayashi et al., 1985), the 
configuration of mixing blades (Enami et al., 1986), the penetration/withdrawal speed 
(Enami et al., 1986), the rotational speed of the shafts (Nishibayashi, 1988) and the 
injection methods (Saitoh et al., 1990) were also studied.  
 
2.2.4 Curing Conditions 
After the mixing stage, the stabilized mixture will normally be left for 
treatment before commencement of construction activities. During the treatment 
period, the curing temperature, stresses, time and humidity are the influencing factors 
which affect the strength development of the treated soil. In general, the longer the 
curing period, the better is the strength development, due to the pozzolanic reaction 
(Kezdi, 1979). Figure 2.14 shows the strength increase of cement treated soil with the 
curing time (Kawasaki et al., 1981). As can be seen, the strength increases with time 
irrespective of soil types, and the increment with time is more pronounced for a 
greater amount of cement content. A similar test results were obtained with Portland 
cement or fly ash cement (Saitoh, 1988) and these could also be related to the 
observed decrease in water content during the treatment period (Uddin et al., 1997; 




The influence of curing temperature on the unconfined compressive strength 
of the laboratory treated soil was studied, as shown in Figure 2.15 (Saitoh et al., 1980). 
In general, it shows that a higher strength could be obtained under a higher curing 
temperature. Also, the curing temperature is more dominant for short-term strength 
but it diminishes as the curing time becomes longer. The curing temperature also has 
a similar effect on the strength of silty soil treated with cement, as shown in Figure 
2.16 (Enami et al., 1985). The increase in unconfined compressive strength is almost 
linear with curing temperature ranging from 0°C to 30°C, for samples of different 
ages up to 28 days.  
 
For in-situ field condition, the curing temperature does not depend solely on 
the ground temperature, but also on the heat generated through hydration reaction, the 
thermal capacities and the dimensions of the improved soil (Babasaki et al., 1996). 
According to them, the greater bulk of the improved soil, the greater mass of cement 
been used, and thus the higher the curing temperature will be generated. This, in turn, 
hastens the chemical reaction and finally gives a higher improved strength within a 
given curing duration. From the in-situ monitoring, the rate of temperature increment 
within first ten hours is the greatest, with the maximum recorded being up to 15°C. 
 
2.3 Geomaterial Design of Improved Ground by Deep Mixing Method (DMM) 
The geomaterial design, which is also called the ‘mix design’ of the improved 
ground, includes the selection of the appropriate hardening agent, types and amount of 
hardening agent, water-hardening ratio (for wet method), as well as the working 
specifications such as the rate of penetration and withdrawal, rotation speed of the 
mixing tool and etc. This design normally requires information regarding the 
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properties of the untreated soil available at the project site. For initial geomaterial 
design, the untreated soils at different depths are taken to the laboratory and then 
mixed with the selected additive(s). For a general case where the prime purpose of the 
mix design is strength, the relationship between additive content and unconfined 
compressive strength, qu is determined on the basis of laboratory-prepared samples 
cured at different ages (usually 3, 7, 14 and 28 days).  
 
In the current design practice, the unconfined compressive strength (due to the 
simplicity and cost-effectiveness of the testing method), is the key parameter for 
design (Terashi, 2001; CDIT, 2002). This is because the other basic parameters such 
as tensile strength, Young’s modulus and compression yield stress could be correlated 
to the qu, as illustrated by Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7). Nonetheless, these empirical correlations 
should be applied with caution, as they differed significantly from soil to soil. Table 
2.2 compiles some of the proposed correlations between Young’s modulus and the 
unconfined compressive strength, qu for the improved soil with cement.  
ut q15.0=σ         (2.5)  
[Terashi et al., 1980] 
uqE 1000~35050 =        (2.6)  
[Saitoh et al., 1980] 
uy qp 3.1
' =         (2.7)  
[Terashi et al., 1980] 
which σt, E50 and p’y are the tensile strength, elastic Young’s modulus at 50% of qu 







Table 2.2: uqE − relationships for cement treated soil. 
References Relationship In-situ soil type 
Saitoh et al. (1980) 50E  ~ 350 to 1000    uq Silty Clay 
Tatsuoka et al. (1996) ∗ 0E  ~ 1000     uq Sand 
Geotesting Express (1996) 50E  ~ 50 to 150  uq Blue Clay 
Asano et al. (1996) 50E  ~ 140 to 500     uq Silty Clay 
Futaki et al. (1996) 50E  ~ 100 to 250     uq Sandy Silt 
Kamruzzaman (2002) ∗ 0E  ~ 490     uq Marine Clay 
Lee et al.  (2005) 0E ~ 80 to 200   uq Marine Clay 
E0 = Initial elastic Young’s modulus 
E50 = Elastic Young’s modulus at 50% of ultimate Strength (secant modulus of elasticity) 
* Base on local strain measurement 
 
To incorporate the differences between laboratory and field variability, an 
empirical relationship between the field strength and laboratory strength is then 
established. For instance, the CDM Association of Japan (1994) suggested that the 
unconfined compressive strength of the cement-treated soil in the field, quf, could be 
estimated as half to one-fifth of laboratory strength, qul, as shown in Figure 2.17. 
However, the actual ratio is often based on local experience in terms of the 
improvement effect on the soils found in the region, the properties of the stabilizer, 
data from preconstruction trial tests, the sensitivity of the project, the experience of 
the contractor and the expected level of quality control and quality assurance. 
 
 Based on the design field unconfined compressive strength quf, the treated 
ground is then checked against internal stability and settlement. The allowable design 
strengths and partial safety factor outlined by CDIT (2002) are as shown in Eqs. (2.8) 




ξσ =         (2.8) 




1=          (2.9) 
cata σσ 15.0=   ≤200kN/m2     (2.10) 
where  
σca : allowable compressive strength  
τa : allowable shear strength 
σta : allowable tensile strength 
Fs : factor of safety (usually 2-3) 
ξ : uncertainty factor due to ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 (see Table 2.3) 
ξ1 : correction factor for the effective width of the treated column  
ξ2 : reliability factor of the overlapping (usually less than unity) 
ξ3 : correction factor for scattered strength 
 
Table2.3: Empirical reduction coefficients currently used in Japan (after CDM, 1994) 
Coefficient ξ1 ξ2 ξ3
Current range of practice 0.7-0.9 0.8-0.9 0.50-0.66 
 
2.4 Behaviour of Cement Treated Soil 
 In recent years, the properties and behaviour of cement treated soil has 
received considerable interests among researchers around the world. The triaxial test 
is often preferred over the unconfined compression test, as it allows confining 
pressure and drainage condition to be adjusted to better simulate field conditions 
(Tsuchida and Tanaka, 1995; Yu et al., 1997).  
 
The effect of the induced cementation on the mechanical properties of the 
treated soil has been widely attributed to soil structure (Leroueil and Vaughan, 1990; 
Kamruzzman, 2002). The treated soil has a yield locus which is significantly greater 
than that of the untreated soil, which affects both its compression and shear 
behaviours. Uddin et al. (1997) highlighted the resistance to compression of the 
treated clay is markedly enhanced due to cementation effect, and the degree of 
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enhancement increases with cement content as shown in Figure 2.18. Similar results 
were reported by Kamruzzman (2002).  
 
The stress-strain and strength behaviour of the cement stabilized clay under 
triaxial condition have been extensively investigated (Endo, 1976; Tatsuoka and 
Kobayashi, 1983; Shibuya et al., 1992; Uddin et al., 1997; Yu et al., 1997; Yin and 
Lai, 1998; and Kamruzzaman, 2002). Figure 2.19 shows the typical stress-strain 
behaviour under isotropically consolidated drained (CID) and undrained (CIU) 
triaxial compression test on laboratory prepared 5% cement treated marine clay (Endo, 
1976). The result showed that higher deviator stress could be achieved by increasing 
the confining pressure, in both drained and undrained conditions. However, in CID, 
the maximum deviator stress was reached at a relatively high strain level, of about 
20% or more.  In contrast, the CIU samples reached peak deviator stress at a much 
lower strain level of about 3%. The CIU samples also failed at stress levels lower than 
the CID samples, presumably because of the generation of excess positive pore water 
pressure. 
 
 The small strain stiffness of cement-treated soil has been measured using local 
strain transducer (Goto et al., 1991; Shibuya et al., 1992; Tatsuoka et al., 1997). 
Tatsuoka et al. (1997) reported that the strain measured from local transducer showed 
much higher stiffness than that of the conventional method (see Figure 2.20). In 
addition, the stiffness is almost constant and independent of initial loading, unloading 
and reloading cycle with the elastic range of strain of about 0.01%. Yin and Lai (1998) 
reported that the secant modulus of elasticity (conventional strain measurement) 
increased with the increase in cement content and confining pressure, but decreased 
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with the increased of initial water content. They also suggested that at very high 
confining stresses, the cemented structure may have been partially destroyed, thereby 
reducing the stiffness. These literatures show that the external strain measurement is 
unlikely to capture the behaviour of the treated soil at small strain level.   
 
 The permeability or the hydraulic conductivity of cement treated soil has also 
been investigated (e.g. Jefferies, 1981; Kilpatrick and Garner, 1992; Deschens et al., 
1995; and Kamruzzaman, 2002). This property is important for the design of cut-off 
walls where seepage needs to be prevented. For certain areas which are subjected to 
earthquake, the dynamic properties are also important. Several studies have been 
made to investigate the dynamic properties of cement-treated soil (e.g. Chang and 
Woods, 1987; Yeoh and Airey, 1994; Baig and Nazarian, 1997). A recent state of the 
art report for geomaterial characterization in deep mixing technology is presented by 
Porbaha et al. (2000). 
 
2.5 Outstanding Issues 
Notwithstanding the extensive amount of research works cited above, some 
issues relating to cement-treated soils remain unresolved. Firstly, the actual ground 
condition in which the deep mixing is carried out is yet to be simulated properly in the 
laboratory, in particular the ambient effective confining pressure with different 
drainage conditions. Secondly, the behaviour of improved soil has been examined 
through macro-mechanics or engineering behaviour, but the behavioural framework 
especially in triaxial testing has yet to be established. In view of these outstanding 
issues, the sections covered below will discuss some of the literatures that are 




2.5.1 Ambient Effective Confining Pressure 
 The deep mixing technology is usually employed to increase strength and 
reduce compressibility of thick marine clay. In this method, the installation firstly 
involves penetration of mixing blades into the ground until it reaches a required depth 
(i.e. up to 40-60m). The slurry admixtures are then transported through the shafts by 
compressed air and fed into the soft soil while withdrawal of the mixing blades occurs 
at the same time. The treated soil is later cured under ambient effective stress before 
execution of construction works. Under this condition, the pore water pressure that is 
built up during mixing will gradually dissipate with curing proceeding in parallel.  
However, this situation is not readily simulated in the laboratory. This was 
highlighted by Tatsuoka and Kobayashi (1983), which the laboratory samples they 
prepared in their study were different in at least two points from the in-situ conditions, 
namely: “…….. 
(i) Although the in-situ stress condition may be anisotropic, triaxial 
specimens were isotropically consolidated (see Figure 2.21a). 
(ii) The dissipation of pore pressure and cementation take place 
simultaneously after mixing for in-situ soil. However, the triaxial 
specimens were cured under atmospheric pressure and then re-
consolidated to effective stress; namely, specimens were re-consolidated 
after most of cementation took place (see Figure 2.21b). …” 
 
 Nevertheless, Uddin et al. (1997), Yin and Lai (1998) and Kamruzzaman 
(2002) etc adopted the same approach as Tatsuoka and Kobayashi (1983). As noted 
by Bergado et al. (1996), specimens prepared under such condition may undergo post-
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curing degradation of soil structure under high confining pressure. At present, many 
researchers (e.g Leroueil and Vaughan 1990; Burland, 1990) have highlighted the 
important influence the ambient effective stress has on the behaviour of natural 
structured soils. Given this, it is perhaps not unreasonable to expect that effective 
stress may also have significant effects on the behaviour of improved soil during 
curing.  
 
Consoli et al. (2000) carried out some tests on cemented sand reproduced from 
laboratory and highlighted the importance of curing stress (Figure 2.22). They 
suggested that samples of cemented soils should be taken at different depths, to 
represent different geostatic stresses, and tested under their respective confining 
stresses for determination of their real behaviour. According to them, such a 
procedure is better than the samples taken from a depth and re-consolidated at 
different confining pressure, as to simulate different depths or geostatic stresses. This 
is because for sands with high permeability, dissipation of excess pore pressure with 
loadings could be expected. 
 
On the other hand, Tan et al. (2002) concluded that the effect of curing stress 
is negligible for low permeability clay in unconfined compressive test based on two 
samples which cured under 0kPa and 50kPa of curing load in an undrained condition 
(see Figure 2.23). However, because of the undrained conditions used in their study, it 
is likely that effective stress conditions in the specimens did not change significantly 
during curing. In contrast, Suzuki et al. (2004) and Chin et al. (2004) reported that the 
drained curing under confining stress improved both the compressibility and strength 
behaviour of cement treated clay, due to the densification of the soil skeleton. This 
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again will depend on how much the excess pore water pressure will dissipate before 
the sample sets. Similarly, Bergado (2004) highlighted that the effect of drained 
curing stress could be replaced with different moisture content during mixing stage, 
but the specimens were cured under atmospheric stress condition. He proposed that 
parameters such as post-curing void ratio (eot) and cement content (Aw) should be 
used to characterize the strength and compressibility of high water content cement-
clay mixture in deep mixing. This is because these parameters combined together the 
influences of clay water content, cement content and curing time as well as curing 
stress. However, in their study, no theoretical basis was provided to explain the 
changes of void ratio during treatment period under various curing conditions, 
although the importance of void ratio on the post-cured mechanical behaviour of 
cement treated soil has been highlighted. 
 
Thus, although the effects of drained and undrained curing stress on 
mechanically behaviour of cement improved soils have been independently 
investigated, a framework to relate and generalize these curing conditions has not yet 
been established. Furthermore, a theoretical basis is needed to explain the 
mechanisms of cementation coupled with densification during the treatment period. In 
the field condition, the dissipation of pore water pressure in the treated soil mass 
before the material sets and cures depend on numerous factors such as permeability of 
the mixtures and the surrounding ground, speed of setting and proximity to drainage 
boundaries. Although it is unlikely to simulate exactly the complicated field boundary 
conditions in a laboratory, element testing however could be made to investigate both 
consolidation and chemical reactions effects on the properties and behaviour of 
cement treated soils in a well defined laboratory conditions, viz. drained, undrained 
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and atmospheric curing conditions. In view of this, there is a need to further 
investigate the effects of different curing conditions, as well as to provide a 
framework that could be used to generalize the post-treatment mechanical behaviour 
of cement treated clay, especially under triaxial condition. This forms the theme of the 
first part of the present study.  
 
2.5.2 Triaxial Behavioural Framework 
 Much research works have been conducted into the constitutive behaviour of 
natural soils (e.g. Burland, 1990; Leroueil and Vaughan, 1990; Coop and Atkinson, 
1993; Cotecchia and Chandler, 1997; Leroueil, 1997; Cuccovillo and Coop, 1999; Liu 
and Carter, 1999; Cotecchia and Chandler, 2000 etc…). However, much less has been 
done on cement-treated soft clays. Tatsuoka and Kabayashi (1983) suggested that the 
effective stress principle can be applied to analyze the behaviours of cement treated 
clay under drained and undrained conditions (see Figure 2.24). They found that the 
peak strength of the treated soil in both drained and undrained triaxial conditions 
increased with the amount of cement content. However, the peak strength envelope 
was a bilinear line. This is due to the fact that the undrained sample which was 
consolidated to low confining pressure normally failed near to or on the tension cut-
off line. On the other hand, for drained triaxial, as the confining stress increases, the 
stress-strain relationship change from strain softening to strain hardening, while the 
volumetric strain changes from dilation to contraction (Figure 2.25). Such behaviour 
in turn caused the drained samples (with high confining stress) to fail at higher 
effective stress levels, far away from the tension cut-off line. Similarly, Yu et al. 
(1997) also observed the effect of confining pressure on the drained triaxial behaviour 




Uddin et al. (1997) investigated the effect of confining pressure on the pore 
pressure behaviour of cement treated marine clay (Figure 2.26). He noted that, at low 
confining pressure (about 50-100 kPa), the cement treated soil shows small positive 
pore pressure and then dropped to negative values after peak strength. On the other 
hand, at higher confining pressure, substantial excess pore pressure was generated 
prior to peak which was followed by dilatant behaviour after peak. In addition, for a 
given confining pressure, the dilation behaviour was found to increase with the 
amount of cement content, as shown in Figure 2.27.  
 
 Kamruzzaman (2002) noticed that the undrained stress paths of cement treated 
soil under different cement contents actually followed a similar pattern of behaviour 
(Figure 2.28). The increase in the confining stress changes the behaviour of the 
specimens from an “over-consolidated” type, characterized by dilatant and negative 
excess pore pressure, to a “normally consolidated”, characterized by compression and 
positive excess pore pressure. Undrained stress path was often observed to reach a 
peak stress either near to the tension cut-off line or on the Hvorslev envelope. Beyond 
peak, strain softening dictated the behaviour. However, in Kamruzzaman’s (2002) 
study, there was no further test conducted to include for the triaxial drained condition. 
As such, no framework or explanation was provided to generalize both undrained and 
drained stress paths under different loading conditions, nor for the specimens cured 
under different curing stresses.  
 
Furthermore, the microstructure of cement or lime treated soils has been 
investigated by a number of researchers (e.g. Locat et al., 1996; Rajasekaran and 
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Narasimha Rao, 2000; Chew et al., 2004). A flocculated structure is often observed, 
leading to postulation of significant intra-aggregate pore or water trapped inside the 
cluster of aggregate. While the increment in strength has frequently been explained 
through microstructure and cement-soil chemical reactions, the changes to the 
microstructure during different curing and loading conditions have not been widely 
researched. As such, the details of the degradation of soil microstructure during 
different loading conditions remain largely unknown. Presently, there is as yet no 
complete framework of behaviour for cement treated clay. The second part of this 
study is focused on the microstructural changes as well as constitutive behaviour of 
cement-treated soil specimens. This is undertaken with a view to enhancing the 
current understanding, with an objective that some form of framework for cement 
treated clay can be established. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND SETUP 
 
3.1 Properties of Base Materials 
3.1.1 Untreated Marine Clay 
 The untreated marine clay used in the present study was collected from 4 to 
5m depth below seabed, at a dredge site offshore of Pulau Tekong. According to the 
subsoil condition of Singapore, the sediment is deposited around 10,000 years ago 
(Pitts, 1992; Tan et al., 2003), which is known as Singapore upper marine clay of 
Kallang formation. Upon collection, the basic properties were determined. Table 3.1 
summarizes the basic properties of the untreated marine clay used in this study.  
 
Table 3.1: Basic properties of Singapore upper marine clay 
Properties Values Properties Values 
Liquid Limit, LL (%) 90 
Plastic Limit, LL (%) 40 
Plasticity Index, PI (%) 50 
Moisture Content, m (%) 72 








Liquidity Index, IL 0.64 Total Unit weight, γb (kN/m3) 15 
Initial void ratio, eo 1.93 Dry Unit weight, γd (kN/m3) 8.72 
Specific gravity, Gs  2.68 K0 0.62 
 
3.1.2 Ordinary Portland Cement 
 The additive used to treat Singapore upper marine clay in this study is 
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC). The definition of cement content ( ) used in this 
study is the ratio of dry weight of cement to the dry weight of clay particles and is 
expressed in percentage. The chemical compositions and physical properties of OPC 




Table 3.2: Chemical compositions and physical properties  
of Ordinary Portland Cement 
Chemical compositions Values Physical Properties Values 
Lime Saturation Factor (L.S.F) 0.95 Consistency (%)  29.0 
Magnesia, MgO (%, m/m) 1.9 Penetration (mm) 7 
Sulphuric Anhydride as SO3 (%, 
m/m) 
2.5 Initial Setting Time 
(min) 
155 
Loss on Ignition (%, m/m) 1.3 Final Setting Time (min) 185 
Silica, SiO2  (%, m/m) 20.7 Soundness (mm) <1 
Calcium Oxide, CaO (%, m/m) 64.6 Fineness (m2/kg) 375 
Iron Oxide, Fe2O3 (%, m/m)   2.4 Specific Gravity, Gs 3.15 
Aluminium Oxide, Al2O3 (%, m/m)  5.8 2-days Strength 
(N/mm2) 
24.4 
Sodium Oxide, Na2O (%, m/m)  0.53 28-days Strength 
(N/mm2) 
54.8 
Potassium Oxide, K2O (%, m/m) 0.45   
 
3.2 Variables Investigated  
The main objective of this study is to investigate the microstructure and 
macroscopic behaviour of cement-treated soil under various curing stresses. For this 
reason, various levels of curing stresses were introduced during the test programme. 
The other variables such as cement content and curing period which have been widely 
investigated by other researchers were not changed and thus set to constant. The 
curing stress was applied in isotropic condition. During load-curing, specimens were 
subjected to either drained or undrained conditions, which were termed as loaded-
drained or loaded undrained, respectively. The isotropic curing stresses  used 
were 0 (atmospheric curing), 50, 100, 250 and 500kPa. 
curep'
 
A cement content of 20% was selected for this study; this value being 
reasonably representative of the cement content used in mechanically improved deep 
mixing (Tatsuoka and Kobayashi, 1983). A cement-water ratio of 1 was chosen which 
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resulted in the fixed soil-cement-water ratio (S:C:W) of 5:1:6. Strength and basic 
properties assessments were made after 7 days of curing period.  
 
3.3 Sampling Procedures 
Untreated marine clay and cement slurry were mixed in a Hobart Mixer using 
a rotational speed of 125 rpm for about 10 minutes. The soil-cement-water ratio in the 
mix was kept to 5:1:6, and was achieved by adding slurry cement (20% cement 
content with cement-water ratio of 1) to clay with an initial moisture content of 100%. 
The mixture was then placed into a cylindrical split-PVC mould, which has been pre-
lined with a thin latex sleeve. The latex sleeve and cylindrical mould each has a 
diameter of 50mm and a height of 100mm. The contact surface between latex sleeve 
and cylindrical mould were greased. No mechanical compaction of any form was 
applied.  
 
The split-mould was then placed into a triaxial chamber, as shown in Figure 
3.1. Before application of cell pressure, the specimen, together with the latex sleeve 
and end caps, were demoulded. O-rings were used to tie membrane up to the top cap 
and base pedestal, so as to prevent slurry mix from flowing out when high stress was 
applied. Porous stones were provided at both ends of the specimen to allow double 
drainage. Microscopic air pockets that might have been trapped within the specimen 
during preparation were dissolved into solution by the application of 350kPa of back 
pressure throughout the 7-day curing period. Drained condition was established by 
opening the drainage points so that the specimen had full access to drainage. 





The elapsed time taken from mixing clay with cement to the imposition of 
curing stress is less than 30 minutes. The short time was used so as to minimize the 
formation of structure within the treated clay. 
 
During mixing and placement of cement-clay mixture into the PVC mould, 
some of the air might have been trapped inside. Tan et. al (2002) showed that the 
presence of air voids has an adverse effect on the strength of cement-treated clay. 
Generally the UCT strength reduced about 5% for every 1% increase in air voids (Tan 
et al. 2002). Therefore, it is important to control the amount of air voids within the 
specimen. Figure 3.1A shows a statistical analysis on the air content (in percentage) 
for cement-clay mixtures just after mixing. The statistical analysis was carried out 
assuming the air content follows a normal distribution curve. As can be seen, the 
mean of the air content in the mixtures is about 1.29% with the standard deviation 
(fluctuation about the mean) of 0.46%. The probability of the air content within the 
mixtures exceeds 2% is about 0.06, which is rather unlikely. As such, the presence of 
air voids within the specimens was properly controlled in the present study.  
 
 The other issue that may arise in soil-cement mixtures is the occurrence of 
bleeding. Such bleeding occurs once the mixtures exceed bleeding limit, thus induce 
an in-homogeneity to the soil-cement specimen. Figure 3.1B shows the works of 
Chew et. al (1997) on both liquid and bleeding limits for cement-clay mixtures with 
different admixture proportions. Also plotted in the same figure is the soil-cement-
water ratio configuration from the present study.  As can be seen, the admixture in the 
current study is within the workable range bounded by liquid and bleeding limits. 
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Furthermore, the point also indicates that bleeding of soil-cement mixture in the 
current study is very unlikely to occur. This is also consistent with the observational 
approach where no bleeding was seen during specimen preparation.  
 
3.4 Testing Procedures and Apparatuses 
3.4.1  Basic Properties 
The basic properties, which include Liquid Limit (LL), Plastic Limit (PL), 
Plasticity Index (PI), Liquidity Index (IL), moisture content, bulk density, dry density, 
initial void ratio and specific gravity, were determined for all specimens after 
treatment period. These tests were carried out according to the procedures and 
apparatuses described in BS1377 (1990). For certain tests such as Atterberg’s limits 
and specific gravity which involved some modifications to the specimen preparation 
and testing procedures were detailed accordingly in the following chapter.  
 
The measurement of coefficient of permeability was carried out using a 
triaxial permeability test with two back pressure systems (Head, 1986). The specimen 
was subjected to an isotropic effective stress under application of back-pressure 
together with a constant hydraulic gradient across top and bottom of the specimen. 
The coefficient of permeability was determined by measuring the volume of water 
passing through the specimen, using a volume change apparatus over a known 
duration.  
 
The particle size distribution or the grading curve analysis was carried out by 
using a laser diffraction Malvern Mastersizer, as shown in Figure 3.2. During 
specimen preparation, no dispersion agent (e.g. sodium hexametaphosphate as 
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suggested in Hydrometer method) was used. A detail description of particle size 
analysis in the context of cement treated clay is illustrated in the following chapter. 
 
3.4.2  Compressibility and Strength Properties 
Isotropic compressive test was carried out on the treated specimens so as to 
determine compressibility properties of the cement treated clay, by using a fully 
computer controlled triaxial stress path apparatus provided by GDS, as shown in 
Figure 3.3. Prior to isotropic compression, the specimen with dimensions of 38mm 
diameter and 76mm height, was saturated by application of back pressure of 500kPa, 
until the B value approaching 0.9 (Black and Lee, 1973). Such a high back pressure 
was needed due to the stiff state of the treated specimen. The typical time needed for 
saturation was about 5 hours. A constant rate of confining stress which equals to 
1kPa/min was then applied to the specimen. Side drainage was permitted to facilitate 
dissipation of pore water pressure through an outlet line connected to the top cap. 
During the test, volumetric as well as pressure changes were monitored by volume 
change and pressure transducers, respectively. This enables the effective stress and 
void ratio to be determined accordingly. At the end of compression test, isotropic 
unloading was carried out with a stress rate similar to that applied for the loading rate.   
 
The strength properties of the treated specimens were evaluated through 
Unconfined Compressive Test (UCT) as well as isotropic consolidated undrained 
(CIU) and drained (CID) tests. The dimension of the specimen was 38mm diameter 
and 76mm height. For UCT test, the specimen was sheared at a strain rate of 
1.0mm/min, according to the procedures and apparatuses described in BS1377 (1990) 
and Head (1986). For CIU and CID tests, strip side drains were used along with filter 
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paper on top and bottom of the specimen. The specimen was later setup in a fully 
computer controlled triaxial stress path apparatus provided by GDS, as shown in 
Figure 3.3. Prior to shearing, the specimen was saturated and consolidated to an 
isotropic re-consolidation pressure. Strains rates of 0.15mm/min and 0.005mm/min 
were selected for undrained and drained triaxial shearing, respectively. The axial and 
volumetric strains developed were automatically monitored by an internal movement 
within the ram motor and volume change in back pressure controller, respectively.  
 
3.4.3  Microstructural Properties 
Scanning electron Microscopy (SEM) investigations were conducted by using 
a Hitachi 4100 Field Emission type Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), as 
shown in Figure 3.4.  The specimens were first air dried (Mitchell, 1993) and the 
observation surface was prepared by breaking specimen length-wise using finger 
pressure, while the other sides of the specimen were then trimmed to a cube of 
roughly 10-mm size. The observation surface was then coated with gold for 
conductivity. Care was taken to minimize disturbance on the observation surface 
during handling of these specimens. Micrographs were also taken using FESEM on 
the sheared surface that was developed after triaxial tests. During scanning, 
magnification levels of 0.5k, 1.0k, 1.5k and 3.0k were used.  
 
Pore size distribution analysis was conducted by using a Micromeritics 
Autopore III 9420 type of mercury intrusion porosimeter, as shown in Figure 3.5. The 
distribution curve was obtained from the mercury intrusion by means of forcing a 
non-wetting fluid such as mercury into the pore space of the specimen. The radius or 
diameter of the entrance pore space penetrated by mercury is inversely proportional to 
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the applied pressure, as derived in the Washburn equation. The properties of the 
mercury were taken as average values, with the contact angle and surface tension of 
141.3 degrees and 480mN/m, respectively, following Chew et al. (2004). During the 
analysis, all the pores were implicitly assumed to be cylindrical in shape. The 
specimen preparation was similar to that described for SEM specimen, in which 
specimens were air dried.  
 
3.5 Summary of Timings and Laboratory Activities on Cement-treated Clay 
Table 3.2A summarizes the timings and activities involved on the cement 
treated soil, i.e. from mixing of the soil-cement mixtures to the end of the properties 
assessment tests. The hydration of cement estimated in Table 3.2A was obtained from 
Figure 3.5A (Sun et al., 2004), assuming the hydration of cement is independent of 
clay particles. It is also assumed that the presence of clay particles does not 
significantly affect the hydration rate derived from cement paste. As can be seen, 
during the initial consolidation and curing stages for soil-cement mixtures, the main 
difference between drained and undrained load-curing was the initial 2-hr 
consolidation stage. At this stage, the estimated hydration percentage seems to be 
insignificant, being less than 4%. As such, comparisons of specimens which were 
cured under various curing condition or the effect of initial consolidation on the 
properties of cement treated clay could be established.  
 
Similarly, after 7-day treatment period, the hydration rate has been slowed 
down quite significantly, approximately 1% per day. Given this, it is reasonable to 
assert that the present study investigates the engineering properties and behaviour of 
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cement treated clay at 7th day post-treatment, despite some of the tests required a 
slightly longer time to complete, i.e. CID test.   
 
Table 3.2A: Summary of timings and activities on cement-treated soil 
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4.1   Formulations of Volume-Mass Model for Cement Stabilised Clay with   
Curing-Consolidation and Hydration Effects  
The preparation and mixing of marine clay with Ordinary Portland Cement 
(OPC) until the end of curing period described in Chapter 3 are idealised into phase 
diagrams which represent the changes in the relative proportions of the various stages 
(see Figure 4.1). As Figure 4.1 shows, the model comprises stages 1 to 3 which 
represent the state of the mixture just before mixing, just after mixing and after a 
certain curing period, respectively. The basic component of clay is divided into soil 
solids and water, while the slurry cement is divided into cement particles and water. 
The air content that might have been present in the soil-cement mixture is omitted for 
simplicity of the model. As has been mentioned earlier, the air content during 
specimen preparation was found to be insignificant (Section 3.3).  
 
 The assumptions used in order to derive the phase relationships of the model 
are: 
(a) The model only accounts for hydration and curing-consolidation effects. The 
pozzolanic reaction that might have changed the volume-mass properties of the 
treated soil is neglected. However, since samples are only cured for a maximum 
of 7 days, the extent of pozzolanic reaction is likely to be much less than that of 
hydration reaction.  
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(b) The specimen has insignificant air content. 
(c) The consolidation of the sample under loading occurs before, and not together 
with hydration. Much of the consolidation occurs within 2 hours of the loading; 
this being noted by Suzuki et al. (2004) and Chin et al. (2004). After that, very 
little further consolidation occurs. 
(d) Although the hydration effect that occurs during 2-hour curing-consolidation 
stage (Stage-2) is ignored, it will be accounted for later during curing period, 
that is Stage-3. 
(e) The hydration model derived from cement-water paste (Neville, 1995) is 
directly applied to the clay-cement-water mixtures, assuming hydration is 
independent of clay particles. Similarly, the rate of hydration derived from 
cement-water paste is reasonably assumed to be unaffected by the microscopic 
arrangement between cement-clay particles that are in contact. 
(f) The elementary assumptions applied such that the boundaries of the specimen 
are properly defined and controlled as well as the mixtures within the element 
are isotropically homogeneous. 
 
From Figure 4.1(c), the volumetric strain after initial consolidation, εv,cc is 






∆=ε             (4.1) 
in which ∆Vcc is the volume of water expelled during consolidation; Vs, Vc and Vw,s+c 
are the volume of soil solids, cement solids and combined water from soil and cement 
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slurries prior to consolidation, respectively. Assuming that there are no changes to the 
amounts of soil and cement solids during consolidation (this being consistent with the 
assumption that no hydration occurs during consolidation), then the volume of water 
remaining in the soil-cement mixtures (Vw,cc) at the end of consolidation, is given by 
cccs,wcc,w VVV ∆−= +              (4.2) 
 
The equations for hydration of cement that follow in this section hereafter are 
obtained from Neville (1995), with modification to account for the presence of soil 
solids. According to Neville (1995), the mass water-cement ratio needed for complete 
hydration of a cement mix is 0.42:1. However, during the course of the hydration, gel 
water is also produced. Thus, the net mass of water lost during hydration reaction is 
0.23 times the mass of cement solids (Mc). As such, the mass of water used, Mw,h, 
after the completion of a given proportion of the hydration reaction at time t, ht is 
given by 
tchw hMM **23.0, =             (4.3) 
Following Neville (1995), the products of hydration of cement is such that they 
occupy a volume that is smaller than the sum of volumes of the dry cement and the 
water lost during hydration by approximately 0.254 of the volume of the hydrated 
water. Assuming that the volume of soil solid remains unchanged during hydration, 






*)254.01(**23.0 −++=         (4.4) 
where ρw is the water density. Considering conservation of mass, the mass of the 
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treated solid particles Msc is given by 
hwcssc MMMM ,++=             (4.5) 
The volume of the gel water and available water after a certain percentage of 






,, −=+           (4.6) 
and its mass Mw,a+g is given by 
gawwgaw VM ++ = ,, *ρ              (4.7) 
The volume of empty capillary pores Vep created in the sample after a certain 





*254.0**23.0=           (4.8) 
 
If hydration occurs under drained condition, the empty capillary pores created 
during hydration will be filled with water. In another words, water flows into the 
specimen to maintain the initial volume just after consolidation. Thus, the total 







−−=        (4.9) 
and the total mass of water in the treated soil Mw,sc is therefore given by 
sc,wwsc,w V*M ρ=                 (4.10)  
  
For a case in which the soil-cement mixture is cured under water under 
atmospheric pressure, there will be virtually no consolidation. Thus, the ∆Vcc in 
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Stage-3 (Figure 4.1c) is equal to zero. The empty capillary pores created during 
hydration of cement in Stage-4 (Figure 4.1d) will be filled with water.  
 
For the case where the hydration occurs in a fully undrained condition (Figure 
4.2), no inflow or outflow of water from the specimen boundaries is allowed. Thus, 
the empty capillary pores created during hydration of cement could not be replaced 
with water under such condition, i.e. Vep =0. Therefore, shrinking or contracting in 
volume which usually leads to cracks was often seen for hardening of cement in an 
undrained condition. The volume and mass of water of soil-cement mixture 
respectively after certain percentage of hydration in the undrained condition are given 
by  
gawUscw VV += ,, )(               (4.11) 
UscwwUscw VM )(*)( ,, ρ=               (4.12)  
The mass and volume of the treated soil solid remain unchanged, and is expressed by 
Equations (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.  
 
Based on the model proposed in this section, the basic volume-mass properties 
such as bulk density, moisture content, void ratio and specific gravity of the treated 
specimens at any point of time during treatment period are expressed by Equations 






















MG =                (4.16)   
 
4.2 Predicted and Measured Volume-Mass Properties of Cement Stabilised 
Clay  
The moisture content, bulk density, void ratio and specific gravity of the 
treated specimens cured under various curing conditions were obtained from basic 
properties tests at the end of 7-day curing period. As can be seen from Figure 
4.3(a)-(d), under isotropic confining stress in drained curing condition, all 
volume-mass properties except the specific gravity of the cement treated clay vary 
with curing stress; this is to be expected as densification of soil skeleton occurred and 
had indeed been calculated from the phase relationships in Section 4.1. Moreover, as 
shown in Figure 4.3(a)-(d), the values predicted using the relationships in Section 4.1 
are in reasonably agreement with the measured values.  
 
Under loaded-undrained curing condition, there is relatively insignificant 
variation in volume-mass properties among the specimens subjected to different 
isotropic confining stress during curing. This is reasonably consistent with the 
calculated values, which show no changes at all. In virtually all cases, the calculated 
values are within 10% of the measured values, as can be readily seen in Table 4.1A 




Table 4.1A: Measured and calculated volume-mass properties  














Bulk density (g/cm3)    
Undrained curing 1.473 1.464 0.6 
Atmospheric curing 1.471 1.452 1.3 
Drained curing 50kPa 1.505 1.484 1.4 
Drained curing 100kPa 1.516 1.526 0.7 
Drained curing 250kPa 1.589 1.572 1.1 
Drained curing 500kPa 1.623 1.637 0.9 
Dry density (g/cm3)    
Undrained curing 0.753 0.771 2.3 
Atmospheric curing 0.750 0.749 0.1 
Drained curing 50kPa 0.805 0.818 1.6 
Drained curing 100kPa 0.822 0.865 4.9 
Drained curing 250kPa 0.939 0.951 1.2 
Drained curing 500kPa 0.993 1.043 4.8 
Moisture content    
Undrained curing 0.955 0.900 6.1 
Atmospheric curing 0.961 0.937 2.5 
Drained curing 50kPa 0.870 0.815 6.7 
Drained curing 100kPa 0.844 0.765 10.3 
Drained curing 250kPa 0.692 0.653 6.0 
Drained curing 500kPa 0.635 0.575 10.4 
Void ratio    
Undrained curing 2.564 2.450 4.7 
Atmospheric curing 2.580 2.550 1.2 
Drained curing 50kPa 2.335 2.250 3.8 
Drained curing 100kPa 2.265 2.080 8.9 
Drained curing 250kPa 1.858 1.800 3.2 
Drained curing 500kPa 1.705 1.550 10.0 
Specific gravity    
Undrained curing 2.685 2.660 0.9 
Atmospheric curing 2.685 2.656 1.1 
Drained curing 50kPa 2.685 2.658 1.0 
Drained curing 100kPa 2.685 2.658 1.0 
Drained curing 250kPa 2.685 2.659 1.0 





Table 4.1 summarises the trend of basic properties for cement treated clay with 
different cement contents and curing periods, both calculated from the phase 
relationships and those test data as reported by Uddin et al. (1997). As can be seen, by 
comparing both sets of the results, a good agreement in trends for moisture content, 
void ratio and bulk density could be obtained. However, there is a contradiction for 
the specific gravity, which the trends are of different directions.   
 
Table 4.1: Effect of cement treatment on basic properties of cement-clay mixtures 
Effect of increasing  
cement content 
Effect of increasing curing period Properties 
Uddin et al. (1997) Model Uddin et al. (1997) Model 
Moisture content Reduces Reduces Reduces Reduces 
Void ratio Reduces Reduces Reduces Reduces 
Bulk density Increases Increases Increases Increases 
Specific gravity Reduces Increases Reduces Reduces 
 
It should be noted that, in the above discussion, the specific gravity test of the 
cement-treated soil in the current study was measured by mixing the wet soil with 
water to a suspension consistency. This differs from the common method of mixing 
oven-dried soil with water to form a suspension (e.g. BS1377: 1990). However, the 
approach of using wet soil paste is not unknown and has, in fact, been recommended 
by Lambe (1951), Bowles (1992) and ASTM-D854 (1995) for cohesive soil. In the 
course of this study, both wet paste and oven-dried powder had been tried in specific 
gravity measurement. Figure 4.5(a) shows the specific gravity results with curing 
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stress obtained from both wet and dry methods, as well as those predicted by the 
relationships derived in Section 4.1. As can be seen, the results from dry method are 
significantly lower than those of wet method, the discrepancy being particularly large 
at low curing stress. The results of the wet method agree reasonably with those from 
the predicted values. One possible reason is the difficulty of saturating the very fine 
pores of the treated soil within a short period of time, even with the vacuum assistance. 
To investigate this, a sample of oven-dried cement-treated soil powder (cured under 
atmospheric pressure) was repeatedly subjected to several episodes of vacuum suction 
followed by 6-hour saturation, as shown in Figure 4.5(b). As can be seen, the higher 
vacuum suction leads to a significant increase in specific gravity, thereby lending 
supporting to the notion of the presence of air pores.  
 
The effect of both dry and wet methods of measuring specific gravity is also 
illustrated in Figure 4.6 for various cement contents. As can be seen, using the dry 
method leads to a decrease in specific gravity with increasing cement content, which 
is consistent with Uddin et al.’s (1997) observations. Using the wet method leads to a 
higher and less variable specific gravity; this is reasonably consistent with the model 
prediction. Therefore, one may surmise that Uddin et al.’s (1997) reported trend of 
specific gravity changes is in fact the results of some entrapped air voids within the 





4.3 States of Cement Stabilised Clay under Various Curing Conditions  
The changes in the states of the treated specimens cured under various 
conditions can be summarised in Figure 4.7 for isotropically loaded specimens. As 
this figure shows, all the specimens initially have the same specific volume just after 
mixing (represented by the hollow diamond). The specific volume of the specimen 
after the initial 2-hr consolidation phase can be related to the effective confining stress, 
hereafter termed as “Curing-Consolidation Line (CCL)” joining the solid black circles 
and the hollow diamond. During the 7-day curing period, chemical reactions occur 
and the specific volume of all the treated specimens decreased under constant 
confining stress, until the end states which are represented by the hollow rectangles. 
The effects of these end states on microstructure, pore structure, particle size 
distribution, Atterberg’s limits as well as compressive and strength behaviour of the 
cement treated clay will be investigated in the following sections. 
 
4.4  Microstructure  
 Figure 4.8 shows the microstructure at several magnification levels for 
several specimens cured under confining stresses of 0, 50, 250 and 500kPa, hereafter 
designated as XCON0, where X refers to the confining stresses during treatment 
period. As the figure shows, at zero or low curing stress, the particles are well-spaced 
out, and individual particle platelets are clearly discernible. As the curing stress 
increases, the particle platelets become increasingly compressed and individual 
particle platelets become less distinct. Instead, particles appear to have aggregated 
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into clusters, this being more evident at 1500x magnification. The sizes of particle 
platelets also appear to decrease, which would be suggestive of particle breakage.  
  
 Comparison of the specimen cured under 500kPa confining stress with those 
cured under lower stresses seems to suggest that the former has a more uneven rupture 
surface. This may be suggestive of larger particle aggregation under higher confining 
stress, which would not be unreasonable, given the presumably denser particle 
packing under higher confining stress.   
 
All specimens appear to have inter-particle and inter-aggregate pores. 
Comparison of the specimen which was cured without confining stress with that cured 
under 500kPa confining stress shows that both the inter-aggregate and inter-particles 
pores of the former specimen are more evident. For the latter specimen, a lot of the 
pores appear to have been covered over by what are presumably hydration products. 
Intra-aggregate pores cannot be adequately discerned by SEM. Pore size distribution 
will be examined in the following section by using mercury intrusion porosimetry.  
 
4.5  Pore Structure  
4.5.1  Pore Size Distribution 
Figure 4.9 shows the pore size distribution on specimens loaded with drained 
curing stresses. From the figure, the pore radii were expediently defined as small size 
pore (<0.1µm), medium size pore (0.1µm-1µm) and large size pore (>1µm). As can 
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be seen, there is a general trend of decreasing pore size with increase of confining 
stress during curing period. This is especially so for the larger pores and when the 
specimen that is cured without confining stress is compared to those with confining 
stress. Thus, a significant effect of the confining stress is to cause a collapse of the 
larger pores (say those larger than 0.1µm). This is consistent with the microstructure 
observations described in the previous section. In relation to the pore size distribution 
of the specimen cured without confining stress, those which are cured under various 
confining stresses (i.e. 50kPa, 100kPa and 500kPa) seem to manifest much smaller 
differences. In addition, there appears to be a trend of decreasing fraction of the 
smaller pores, e.g. those around 0.01µm, as the confining stress is increased. These 
results seem counter-intuitive, particularly when one considers the increasing 
volumetric strains during consolidation and the decreasing specific volume, as the 
confining stress is increased (see Figure 4.7). However, it should be noted that the 
pore size distribution in Figure 4.9 is only a relative measure, in that it relates the 
equivalent pore diameter to the fraction of pore finer than it. The actual volume of 
pore is not the same for all the specimens; this is evident from the fact that the 
specific volume (and therefore void ratio) of the specimens decreases with confining 
stress.  
 
The compression of the pores has been qualitatively observed through the 
SEMs. By means of mercury intrusion porosimetry, the contribution of pores of 
various radii to the volumetric compression can now be quantitatively expressed. 
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Figure 4.10 shows the pore size distribution expressed in terms of void ratio; this 
being obtained by multiplying the fraction finer by the void ratio of the corresponding 
specimen. As Figure 4.10 shows, as the confining stress is increased from 0kPa to 
50kPa, the reduction in void ratio is accounted for almost entirely by the collapse of 
the largest pore, that is those with equivalent radius of 1µm or larger. The volume of 
pores with equivalent radius less than 1µm remains almost unchanged. As the 
confining pressure increases to 100kPa, the limiting radius at which pores collapse 
reduces to 0.5µm. There is also some collapse of the pore with smaller radius, but the 
volume affected is much less. This trend continues all the way to 500kPa. Thus, when 
the confining stress is applied, the largest pores are first affected. As the stress is 
further increased, progressively smaller pores are affected. At 500kPa confining stress, 
the compression effect appears to affect even relatively small pores. Notwithstanding 
this, the largest pores remain the most affected. It should be mentioned that, apart 
from the compression effect, some of the pores, particularly the smaller ones, may be 
filled in by hydration productions. After all, as noted earlier, SEM analysis indicate 
that the surfaces of the specimens which have been subjected to high confining stress 
seems to have been coated by a layer of what is presumably hydration products. 
 
4.5.2  Permeability - Void Ratio Relationship 
Figure 4.11 shows the variation of the coefficient of permeability with void 
ratio, for specimens subjected to various effective confining stresses during curing. As 
expected, higher confining stress leads to a smaller void ratio, which in turn decreases 
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the coefficient of permeability. For the post-cured specimens tested under their 
effective curing confining stresses, the permeability – void ratio relationship may be 
fitted by the relation 
7771ln2270 .k.e +=             (4.17) 
 
Furthermore, these specimens were also allowed to swell under a lower 
effective stress (30kPa) prior to testing. As shown in Figure 4.11, the increase in void 
ratio was insignificant. Thus, much of the volumetric strain incurred during curing 
stage is irrecoverable during post-curing swelling. However, such specimens do show 
a higher permeability than those that are tested under their effective curing confining 
stress. As shown in Figure 4.11, the permeability – void ratio relationship for the 
specimens which were unloaded to a low consolidation pressure may be approximated 
by 
4141ln3540 .k.e +=             (4.18) 
 
Even though post-curing swelling has little effect on the volumetric strain, its 
effect on the permeability is more apparent. One of the plausible explanations would 
be the swelling may allow micro-cracks and the largest pores to enlarge slightly under 
the action of the residual stress. Since the permeability is highly dependent upon 





4.6  Particle Size Distribution 
The particle size distribution in this study was measured using a laser 
diffraction Malvern Mastersizer. Figure 4.12 shows the grading curves for untreated 
clay, cement particles and cement-clay paste after a 10-minute mixing in Hobart 
Mixer. As can be seen, the cement particles are generally silt-sized, and are bigger 
than the untreated clay particles. As both the cement and clay particles are mixed, the 
grading curve of the mixture fall in between cement and clay grading curves. It lies 
closer to the clay grading curve due to the fact that the clay-cement ratio is 5:1. Based 
on the assumption that the cement and soil particles do not interact in any way during 
mixing, a theoretical particle-size distribution curve for a mixture with a clay-cement 
ratio of 5:1 can be readily derived. As Figure 4.12 shows, the theoretical distribution 
curve lies slightly to the left of experimental distribution curve. This suggests that 
some aggregation might have occurred in the mixture during the mixing process, even 
though it only takes a duration of 10 minutes. In order to verify this, the particle size 
distribution was also determined for a cement-soil mix using ethanol as the pore fluid, 
after 10 minutes of mixing. Ethanol was used to preclude the effects of hydration and 
to facilitate quick drying. As shown in Figure 4.12, the ethanol-mixed sample also 
shows a slightly finer particle-size distribution than the water-mixed sample. This 
indicates that some aggregation appeared to have taken place during the water-mixing 





The concept of particle size when applied to a cemented, aggregated matrix is 
not entirely straightforward, since different amounts of remoulding may cause 
aggregates to break down to different sizes. In this sense, the aggregates may not 
behave in the same way as a “classical” soil particle, which is assumed to be 
unbreakable. To investigate the particle size distribution of the cement-treated 
specimens would firstly require the intact specimens to be remoulded. Hence, before 
particle size can be reliably measured, a series of trials were conducted to investigate 
the effect of different remoulding durations on particle sizes.  
   
These trials consist of measuring the particle size distribution of identically 
treated samples (cured under atmospheric pressure with 7-day curing) after various 
remoulding durations. As shown in Figure 4.13, the shorter the remoulding period, the 
bigger is the particle-size, which is not unreasonable. As the remoulding duration 
increases, the shifts of the grading curves moderated gradually until an almost stable 
curve is obtained after four hours of remoulding. As can be seen, this “stable” grading 
curve is still offset from that of cement-clay particles mixed in ethanol (presumably 
without aggregation).  
  
In addition to the hand remoulding process, some samples were also subjected 
to ultrasonic dispersion after 4 hours of hand remoulding. As shown in Figure 4.14, 
the grading curve shifts leftwards with increasing duration of ultrasonic dispersion 
towards that of cement-clay particles mixed in ethanol. Nonetheless, some differences 
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still remain; this being attributable to the new structure generated by the hydration 
products CSH and CASH.  
 
The foregoing results on particle size distribution highlight the significant 
effect of different remoulding and dispersion efforts on the cement treated clay. In the 
measurement of the grading curve for most natural soils (e.g. BS1377: 1990; 
ASTM-D422, 1995), it is commonly assumed that the soil grains are unbreakable. 
The individual soil grains are much harder to break-up, so they are much less 
susceptible to remoulding and dispersive efforts. As such, grading results are not 
greatly affected by different remoulding and dispersive efforts. However, 
cement-treated soils appear to behave differently. Firstly, increasing remoulding 
durations appears to have a measurable effect on the grading curve. This indicates that 
cemented-treated soil has a much larger spread in the strength of the bonds than do 
natural soils. Moreover, even with ultrasonic dispersion, the grading still indicates a 
particle size distribution that is slightly larger than that of the original soil-cement mix. 
This suggests that some of the aggregates are cemented together by bonds which may 
be stronger than those commonly encountered in natural soils, and indeed may well be 
as strong as the soil grains themselves.  
 
This gives rise to a conceptual problem; if the strength of the cementation 
varies over a large range and if, indeed, the strongest bonds may be as strong as the 
soil grains themselves, then it may not be possible to define a “particle size” for 
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cemented-treated soil; pore size distribution may instead be more meaningful. Even if 
one were to define a “particle size”, that “particle size” must be defined in relation to 
a remoulding or dispersive effort.  
 
Secondly, in most natural soils, bonding is often taken to be much weaker than 
the soil grains themselves. Thus, when a natural soil sample is sheared under 
engineering levels of stresses, the bonding is assumed to be destroyed after a certain 
state whilst the soil grains remain largely intact. The soil thus becomes a completely 
destructured, random array of particles which remains largely intact. At this point, we 
say that the soil has reached a critical state. If the particles remain largely intact, then 
its shape attributes which affects the critical state angle of friction (BS8002:1994) 
such as sphericity and angularity may also be expected to remain unchanged. Under 
such conditions, the critical state angle of friction will remain constant, this has 
indeed been observed to be the case for natural soils. For the case of cement-treated 
soil, one may surmise that, under different confining stresses, the soil skeleton may 
destructure into clusters or aggregates of different sizes during shearing, as a result of 
the large range of bond strength. If this is indeed so, then the shape attributes at 
ultimate failure may also change with the confining stresses. As will be discussed in 
the next chapter, SEMs of post-sheared specimens do appear to indicate that this is the 





4.7  Atterberg’s Limits 
The fact that the particle size distribution is affected by the remoulding and 
dispersion effort means that the Atterberg’s limits may also be affected. Figure 4.15 
shows one specimen (atmospheric cured) which was subjected to various hours of 
remoulding before the liquid limit test was conducted. As can be seen, the longer is 
the remoulding period or the smaller is the particle sizes, the liquid limit also reduces. 
This is not totally unexpected and thus elucidates the effects of remoulding effort on 
the atterberg’s limits of cement treated clay. The ultrasonically dispersed specimens 
could not be subjected to index tests as they are far too diluted. 
 
For comparison purposes, the index tests in this study were conducted after 
specimens have been subjected to a prescribed remoulding effort which consists of an 
approximately 1 hour of hand remoulding without any ultrasonic dispersion. As 
Figure 4.16 shows, the grading curves of specimens remoulded between 45 minutes 
and 1 hour generally lie within a narrow band, which is significantly offset from the 
grading curve of the cement-soil-ethanol mix. Thus, while these specimens are 
well-remoulded, they are still highly aggregated at a microstructural level.  
   
Figure 4.17 shows the Atterberg’s limits for the untreated clay, freshly mixed 
cement-clay mixture as well as cement-treated clay which have been cured under 
various confining stresses. Both the liquid and plastic limits were determined using 
the wet method (BS1377:1990), considering drying up the soil may cause 
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irrecoverable change to the soil properties, in particular cement-stabilised soil (Lee et 
al., 2005).  
 
As Figure 4.17 shows, all the cement-treated specimens which were subjected 
to hand-remoulding alone showed higher liquid limits than the untreated clay; this 
difference is particularly significant with the specimen which was not cured under any 
confining stress. However, such an observation is not new; it has previously been 
noted by Locat et. al (1996) for lime-treated soil and Chew et. al (2004) for 
cement-treated soil. In both studies, the treated soil was not subjected to any effective 
confining stress. Both Locat et. al (1996) and Chew et. al (2004) attributed such 
increases in liquid limit to entrapped water within the aggregates. Such entrapped 
water contributes to liquid limit, but does not really affect the interaction of particles 
and aggregates. 
 
Furthermore, from Figure 4.17, the freshly mixed cement-clay paste (after 10 
minutes of mixing) also shows a higher liquid limit than the untreated clay. It is not 
clear the cause of this increase in liquid limit, perhaps due to the early aggregation 
during mixing. Comparison of the post-cured specimens shows that there is a 
decreasing trend in the liquid limits with increase of effective confining stresses 
during curing. One possible reason for the decrease in liquid limit is the decrease in 
the volume of the enclosed void space, the presence of which has been alluded above. 
If this is so, then the liquid limit of a specimen which has been subjected to curing 
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stress WL,lc can be related to that of an unstressed specimen WL,nlc via the relation 
L,twL,nlcL,lc WWW +=              (4.19) 
where WL,tw is the difference in the amount of trapped water inside the intra-aggregate 






L,lc 100126 +=            (4.20)       
where ∆etw is the changes in void ratio due to the decrease in volume of enclosed pore 
as the confining stress increases, and Gs is the specific gravity of the treated soil. 







126−=            (4.21) 
 
The calculated results are summarised in Table 4.2. As can be seen, about 
65-86% of the void ratio changes during curing-consolidation may be accounted for 
by the decrease in volume of intra-aggregate pores. The ratio is especially high at low 
confining stress.  
 













Changes in void 
ratio of enclosed 
pores (%)  
 
0 2.5442 - - - 
50 2.2504 -0.2938 -0.2527 86.01 
100 2.0743 -0.4699 -0.3059 65.09 
250 1.7962 -0.748 -0.532 71.12 




4.8  Compressive and Strength Behaviour 
4.8.1  Unconfined Compressive Strength 
Figure 4.18 shows the stress-strain curves from unconfined compressive test 
on specimens cured under confining stress in drained condition. As can be seen, the 
unconfined compressive strength of the specimen increases with the confining stress 
at which they were cured. Furthermore, the strain at which the peak strength was 
mobilized decrease with curing stress, indicating an increase in the average stiffness 
of the soil specimen. This is being consistent with the changes of volume-mass 
properties observed earlier in Section 4.2.  
 
Table 4.3 summarizes the peak strength for specimens cured under 
isotropically loaded-undrained condition As can be seen, increasing the confining 
stress in undrained condition does not lead to a significant increase in UCT strength. 
This observation is in agreement with the findings of Tan et al. (2002), and is 
consistent with the fact that the specific volume for these specimens remains largely 
unchanged. 
 
Table 4.3: UCT peak strengths for specimens cured under loaded-undrained condition 
Isotropically loaded-undrained curing Peak strength, qu (kN/m2) 
pcure =50 kPa 
pcure =250 kPa 









Figure 4.19 plots the unconfined compressive strength of all the specimens 
against the post-curing moisture content, the latter being defined as the mass of water 
divided by the mass of solids after 7-day curing. As this figure shows, the unconfined 
compressive strength is well-correlated to the post-curing moisture content. Since the 
specimens are saturated and the specific gravity of the treated soil is nearly constant, 
the unconfined compressive strength is therefore also well-correlated to the 
post-curing void ratio or specific volume. As Figure 4.19 shows, the fitted relation 
between post-curing moisture content (in percentage) mc and unconfined compressive 




12560=              (4.22) 
which can be re-written in the form 





em 100= , in which ec and Gsc are the post-curing void ratio and specific 
gravity, leads to  
uc  q..e ln59205825 −=            (4.24) 
Thus, the unconfined compressive strength for cement treated clay can also be related 
to the post-curing void ratio ec (and thus its specific volume) by a log-linear 
relationship, for a fixed cement content as well as fixed curing period, regardless of 
curing stress conditions.  
 
Figure 4.20 compares the current UCT data and those from Lee et al.’s (2005) 
study, both for 7-day cement treated specimens. As can be seen, for a given 
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soil-cement ratio (s/c), the UCT strength varies with water-cement ratio (w/c); this 
being attributable to the effect of loaded-drained curing condition. In the current study, 
the water-cement ratio was taken as after the initial 2-hour curing consolidation. 
Furthermore, the trend could also be fitted into the empirical relationship proposed by 







0=              (4.25) 
in which q0, m and n are experimentally fitted values.  
For the current experimental data with 7-day strength, the fitted values are q0=4000, 
m=0.6 and n=3.2. Note that the m and n parameters in the current study are slightly 
different from those of Lee et al.’s (2005) study. This may attributable to the 
differences of materials properties such as cement and clay used. 
 
Figure 4.21 plots the variation of undrained shear strength deduced from UCT 
test (cu=qu/2) with liquidity index IL, together with the data from Skempton and 
Northey (1953) for remoulded soils. As previously discussed in Section 4.7, the 
remoulding effort or particle sizes do affect the Atterberg limits of the cement treated 
soil. Therefore, to isolate the particle sizes effect, a reasonable way is to obtain both 
the limits before significant structure has formed, such as that freshly mixed 
cement-clay paste (see Figure 4.17). Also plotted in Figure 4.21 is the approximation 
of undrained shear strength proposed by Wood (1990) for generic remoulded clays, 
using the expression 
)1(100*2 LIuc
−=  kPa            (4.26) 
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As Figure 4.21 shows, the undrained shear strength for cement treated clay offset 
markedly to the right side of the remoulded clays. In another words, at a given 
liquidity index, the cement treated clay has a higher undrained shear strength than the 
untreated clays, as expected. This clearly indicates the improvement effect arise from 
cementation effect. 
  
During unconfined compressive testing, it is important to note that both 
vertical and inclined cracks were observed immediately after the peak strength is 
reached (see Figure 4.18). At larger axial strains, specimens failed by rupture along 
inclined rupture plane(s), which was (were) developed from cracks after peak strength. 
Moisture was observed to be expelled from the samples just before the peak strength, 
giving an appearance of “sweat” on the sample. This moisture disappeared soon after 
the peak strength, presumably because it was re-absorbed into the sample. This can be 
attributed to the post peak unloading of the block sample (Burland, 1990). The 
post-peak behaviour shows severe strain softening, with the strength drops 
significantly to a much lower value. 
 
4.8.2  Isotropically Compressive Stress 
 Figure 4.22 shows isotropic compressive behaviour of the post-cured 
specimens under various curing conditions. As discussed in Section 4.3, initial 
consolidation during treatment period led to a decrease in specific volume of the 
loaded drained specimens. The subsequent hydration also resulted in a further 
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decrease in the specific volume, under constant stress. When the treated specimens 
were subjected to post-curing isotropic compression, a significant decrease in specific 
volume occurred only when the stress exceeds a certain level, which is akin to a 
pre-consolidation pressure (see Figure 4.22). Following the terminology of Cotecchia 
and Chandler (2000), this limit stress will hereafter be termed “gross-yield” stress, 
p’gy.  
  
As Table 4.4 shows, the gross-yield stress values were estimated using three 
methods, namely the standard Casagrande method, Cotecchia and Chandler’s (2000) 
method and Rotta et al.’s (2003) method. The procedures are illustrated in Figure 
4.23.  
 
Table 4.4: Determination of gross-yield point through: (a) Standard Casagrande 
method, (b) Cotecchia and Chandler’s (2000) method and (c) Rotta et al.’s (2003) 
method 
 
Gross-yield p’gy (kN/m2) Curing stress and 
conditions (a) (b) (c) average 
Atmospheric 










p’cure =50 kPa 
p’cure =100 kPa 
p’cure =250 kPa 
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The average gross-yield stress values obtained from Table 4.4 are also plotted 
in Figure 4.22. Also shown in the same figure is the curing-consolidation line (CCL), 
which plots the specific volume against the confining stress during curing. The CCL 
may be regarded as a consolidation line for the mixture of cement and clay particles, 
without cementation effect, and is akin to the normally consolidation line (NCL) for a 
particulate material without structure or more appropriately, the intrinsic compression 
line (ICL) suggested by Burland (1990). As can be seen, the gross-yield stress lies 
well to the right of the curing-consolidation line (CCL), thereby indicating a 
significant increase in the limiting pressure as a result of the cementation effect. This 
is consistent with the results reported by Uddin et al. (1997) and Kamruzzaman (2002) 
for the cement-treated clay which were not subjected to confining stress during 
curing.  
 
Furthermore, the gross-yield stress values for the treated specimens with 
different curing conditions plotted out as a straight line with specific volume, which is 
significantly steeper than the CCL. This indicates that the stress-sensitivity (Cotecchia 
and Chandler 2000) of the specimens decreases as the specific volume decreases; in 
other words, the curing process did not increase the gross-yield stress by a constant 
multiplier. This is consistent with Huang & Airey’s (1998) postulated coupled effect 
between cementation and density (or specific volume) of the treated soil. In Huang & 
Airey’s (1998) postulation, the cementation bonding was dominant for specimen with 




Beyond p’gy, the compression curves especially for those specimens with 
higher specific volumes converge towards a single line (see Figure 4.22). This is 
similar to the observation of Coop & Atkinson (1993) and Rotta et al. (2003) on 
bonded sands due to cementation effect. Following Rotta et al. (2003), this line will 
be termed as the post- yield compression line (PYCL).  
 
4.8.3  Isotropically Consolidated Undrained (CIU) Compressive Strength 
CIU tests were performed on two groups of specimens. One group was 
isotropically consolidated during curing. For this group, hereafter termed Group 1, the 
post-curing consolidation stress was maintained at the same value as the confining 
stress during curing. The other group was cured without any confining stress. For this 
group, hereafter termed Group 2, several values of post-curing consolidation stress 
was used. As Figure 4.24 shows, both groups of specimens undergo strength 
increment when they were consolidated at higher pressure p’o after curing. However, 
the Group 1 specimens show significantly higher strength than Group 2, especially at 
higher post-curing consolidation pressure. This can be attributed to the fact that Group 
1 specimens were much denser after curing than the Group 2 specimens. Ismail et al. 
(2002) noted that specimen with higher density per unit volume will have a higher 





The significant differences also show up in the stress paths between the two 
groups of specimens. The Group 1 specimens show nearly vertical pre-failure stress 
paths, indicating a largely “elastic” type of response. The stress paths veer rightwards 
when they reach the tension cut-off line, represented by the relation q = 3p’. On the 
other hand, the Group 2 specimens which were subjected to high consolidation 
pressures show a decrease in effective stress under shearing. This is akin to normally- 
and lightly-overconsolidated soils (e.g. Roscoe et al., 1963) and suggests that yielding 
of such specimens initiated well before failure. This is consistent with the findings of 
Uddin et al. (1997) and indicates that some bonding might have been destroyed during 
reconsolidation stage, especially under high consolidation pressure. Nonetheless, at 
lower post-curing consolidation pressure, the Group 2 specimens show similar stress 
paths as the Group 1 specimens. 
 
Figure 4.25 compares the UCT and CIU tests results. As can be seen, for the 
same confining stress during curing, the unconfined compressive strength of the 
specimen is very close to that of the CIU strength. However, the rate of post-peak 
softening is entirely different, with the unconfined compression specimen softening 
much more rapidly to a much lower strength than the CIU specimen; the latter retains 
a considerable proportion of its peak strength even at relatively high shear strain. 
Since the only significant difference between the unconfined compression and CIU 
test is the presence of a post-curing confining pressure during shearing, the relatively 
large ultimate failure strength of the CIU specimens seems likely to be due to the 
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higher effective confining stress acquired through the consolidation stage. A further 
strain softening behaviour of the cement treated clay under triaxial condition will be 
investigated in Chapter 5. 
 
4.8.4  Isotropically Consolidated Drained (CID) Compressive Strength 
The results of post-curing consolidated-drained (CID) triaxial tests for Groups 
1 and 2 specimens are shown in Figure 4.26. As in the case of the CIU tests, the peak 
strength of soil increases with loaded-drained curing stress. However, the stress-strain 
behaviour is highly non-linear. The deviatoric strain necessary to mobilize peak 
strength also increases with p’o.  
 
From Figure 4.26(c), it can be seen that both Groups 1 and 2 specimens 
showed contractive behaviour until peak strength is reached, this being particularly so 
for the Group 2 specimens. At higher confining pressure, the maximum volumetric 
strain increases together with deviatoric strain. Shortly after reaching peak strength, 
contractive response ceases and the soil either shears in constant volume or starts to 
dilate, depending on p’o. At low consolidation pressure, dilative post-peak volumetric 
change is evident. At high consolidation pressure, dilative behaviour is suppressed 
and the sample shears under almost constant volume. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.26(a), for the Group 2 specimens, larger deviatoric 
strains are needed (up to 15%) to mobilize peak strength, this being particularly so at 
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high consolidation pressure. Furthermore, as Figure 4.26(b) shows, the Group 2 
specimens also show much greater volumetric strain at peak than the Group 1 
specimens. With the exception of the specimens which were cured under 500kPa 
confining stress, all other Group 1 specimens have much higher peak strength than 
their Group 2 counterparts. Such observation is attributed to the volumetric changes 
during drained shearing. A further generalisation between triaxial CIU and CID 
constitutive behaviour of cement treated specimens as well changes of their 
microstructures will be investigated in the following chapter.  
 
4.9    Concluding Remarks 
 In this chapter, a volume-mass model for cement-treated clay is calculated 
from the changes of phase relationships. This model can be used to account for both 
the consolidation and hydration effects during curing under various conditions such as 
atmospheric drained, loaded-drained and loaded-undrained. The results predicted 
from the model are generally in a good agreement with the test data.  
 
 For a given cement content and curing period, the behaviour of 
cement-treated specimens that were cured under various curing conditions, can be 
largely correlated to their post-curing void ratio or specific volume. The basic 
properties such as moisture content, void ratio and bulk density as well as strength 
and compressibility properties are dependant on the end states of the treated specimen, 
being plotted as specific volume against effective confining stress in linear-log 
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compression space. For loaded-undrained curing with zero volumetric strain during 
curing-consolidation, the end states are slightly different from the atmospheric curing, 
due to the existence of empty capillary pores created during hydration.  
 
 The microstructure and pore structure investigations reveal a flocculated type 
of structure with significant intra-aggregate pore volume. Pore size analysis shows a 
decrease in pore volume, starting with the largest pores, as the confining stress is 
increased during curing-consolidation and the specific volume decreases. The 
aggregation effect which results from the cement treatment makes it difficult to 
clearly define a grading curve for cement treated clay. The greater the remoulding 
effort and duration, the greater is the amount of aggregation destroyed, resulting in 
smaller and smaller particle sizes.       
 
 The curing-consolidation line (CCL), which defines the compression 
behaviour of freshly mixed cement-clay mixture (presumably before significant 
flocculated structure has formed), could be obtained from the consolidation behaviour 
of the specimens cured under loaded-drained condition. This curing-consolidation line 
is very similar to the intrinsic compression line (ICL) as suggested by Burland (1990) 
for natural soils when reconstituted. Beyond gross yield, a post-yield compression line 
(PYCL) for cement treated clay originated from different states at post-treatment is 
observed. Such behaviour clearly suggests a post-yield compression behaviour at 
fixed cement content and curing period could be generalized. This is consistent with 
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Rotta et al. (2003).  
 
 In the following chapter, the effect of the soil structure that evolved from 
cement treatment on both compressibility and strength, will be examined. In particular, 
the triaxial behaviour of the treated specimens and the subsequent destructuration and 
rupturing behaviour will be studied. Also, the changes of microstructure arise from 
triaxial loadings will be investigated.  
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CONSTITUTIVE BHEAVIOUR AND 
MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES UNDER TRIAXIAL LOADINGS 
 
 
5.1 Definition of Soil Structure 
Recent research works have shown that natural soils possess soil structure 
(Burland, 1990; Leroueil & Vaughan, 1990). To differentiate between reconstituted 
and natural structured soils, Burland (1990) postulated an intrinsic compression line 
(ICL) and a sedimentation compression line (SCL) to define the differences in 
behaviour for the reconstituted and natural soils, respectively. According to him, the 
differences in properties of natural and reconstituted soil could be attributed to soil 
structure. The ICL defines the compression behaviour of reconstituted (i.e. 
unstructured) soil whereas the SCL defines the compression behaviour of natural 
deposits which possess certain sedimentation structure. Similarly, Leroueil & 
Vaughan (1990) highlighted a soil possesses soil structure if the soil behaviour cannot 
be described by void ratio and stress history alone.  
 
Soil improvement processes such as deep mixing and grouting by using 
cement, lime or other chemical agents are also likely to generate structure in soils. In 
most cases, this kind of soil structure is characterized by a considerable amount of 
bonding. This structure is likely to be created on top of a remoulded soil. For this 
reason, the kind of soil structure resulting from chemical soil improvement processes 
may differ substantially from those resulting from natural processes. In the discussion 
which follows, the termed “artificial soil structure” will be used to define the soil 
structure resulting from the mixing of cement (typically in the form of slurry) into a 
soil matrix.  
CHAPTER 5 
 
5.2 Artificial Soil Structure and Its Characteristics 
Figure 5.1(a-d) shows microstructure which was observed through scanning 
electron micrographs from cement stabilized marine clay with 20% cement content 
and 7-day curing period. As can be seen, the structure comprises aggregated, clustered 
particles with their surfaces coated and bonded with what appears to be hardening 
agents. As Figure 5.1(b) shows, the intra-aggregate pore or the trapped void inside the 
flocculated aggregate might be quite large, in this case, approximately 10 to 20µm. 
On the other hand, as Figure 5.1(a) shows, the openings at the coated surfaces are 
much smaller. Figures 5.1(c) and (d) show the particles inside the trapped void are 
randomly arranged. Each of these particles have dimensions of about 0.5µm - 2µm, 
this is within the range of clay-sized particles and suggest that the particles are indeed 
clay particles. In contrast to the exterior of the cluster where deposits of bonding 
agent appear to have blurred the outline of the particles, there is little or no outline 
blurring for the interior particles. This suggests that there is less deposition of bonding 
agent on the inside of the void, presumably because of the relatively smaller pores.   
  
This formation of significant trapped void is consistent with the results 
reported in the literature (Locat et al., 1990; Chew et al., 2004). Locat et al. (1990) 
and Shen (1998) noted that when lime is added to soil, the cation exchange process 
results in Ca2+ ions replacing the K+ cations. The adsorption of Ca2+ ions onto the 
illite particle surface leads to a decrease in repulsion between successive diffused 
double layers and results in more edge-to-face contacts between successive illite 
sheets. Thus, clay particles flocculate into larger size clusters.  Chew et al. (2004) 
reported that a similar phenomenon occurs with cemented-treated soil, thereby 
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producing a flocculated artificial soil structure, with aggregates formed mostly by 
lumps of fine clay minerals. In addition, they also postulated a significant amount of 
trapped voids or the intra-aggregates pore in this type of flocculated structure. While 
the flocculated structure seems evident, there is less evidence of edge-to-face 
flocculation. For instance, the particles surrounding the void appear to be stacked in 
layers, which would have required face-to-face, rather than edge-to-face flocculation. 
The “cardhouse” structure which would have resulted from edge-to-face flocculation 
is not clearly evident. White (1987) noted that, in a calcium-saturated environment, 
illite and montmorillonite tend to adopt a face-to-face flocculated structure. This is 
due to the thinning of the diffused double layer, which allows closer stacking of the 
soil particle in the face-to-face flocculated manner. Furthermore, White (1987) and 
Mitchell (1993) noted that in high pH (i.e. highly alkaline) environment, alumina, 
which is exposed on the edges of the clay particles, ionizes negatively, thereby 
discouraging edge-to-face flocculation. Mitchell (1993) further noted that “…stable 
suspensions or dispersions of clay particles often require high pH conditions…”. All 
these imply that a likely mode of particle association immediately in the aftermath of 
cement treatment is a dispersed array of face-to-face aggregated particle clusters, 
termed also as “aggregated but deflocculated” by Mitchell (1993). This also appears 
to be more consistent with the characteristics shown by Figure 5.1. Edge-to-face 
flocculation will occur in situations of lower pH, which causes the alumina to ionize 






5.3 Effects of Artificial Soil Structure on Compressibility  
 Figure 5.2 shows the isotropic compression curves for untreated clay (Curve-
A), treated specimen cured under atmospheric pressure 0CON0 (Curve-B) and 
0CON0 treated specimen when remoulded for roughly an hour (Curve-C). Also 
plotted in the figure are the CCL and PYCL determined from Section 4.8.2 of 
previous chapter. In order to assess the effect of soil structure of the treated soil using 
Burland’s (1990) framework, comparison needs to be made with that soil when 
remoulded and reconsolidated such as Curve-C in this study. As can be seen, the 
Curve-C has gross yield value, p’gy of roughly 20kPa, been remoulded and re-
compressed from a state well above Curve-B. Beyond yield, it plunged significantly 
and began to join Curve-B and PYCL at about 1000kPa. However, it is questionable if 
Curve-C really represents the compression behaviour of fully-destructured soil. This 
is because as shown in Figure 5.3, large particle clusters with dimensions of about 
6µm remains clearly visible even after remoulding. Thus, the particle clusters are not 
fully broken up by the remoulding process.  This observation is consistent with the 
particle size analysis discussed in Section 4.6, which suggests that it is impossible to 
obtain a fully remoulded specimen even after 4 hours by hand remoulding process.  
 
 In this study, the CCL, which plots the confining stress during curing against 
the specific volume, appears to be more appropriate reference line since it represents 
the consolidation line for the cement-clay mixture before significant structure has 
formed. The compression line of untreated clay, Curve-A is not used mainly for two 
reasons. Firstly, the introduction of cement particles into the clay alters the grading 
curve (see Section 4.6) and the chemistry of the pore water. Secondly, the specific 
volume of the treated clay is much higher than that for the untreated clay; this being 
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attributed to the adding of cement slurry with cement-water ratio of 1. Thus, the 
specific volume for the treated specimen normally exceeds the specific volume of the 
untreated clay at liquid limit. In another words, the untreated clay is in a slurry state at 
specific volume corresponds to gross yield state of atmospheric cured specimen, 
0CON0. 
 
5.3.1 Stress Sensitivity 
Following the approach by Cotecchia and Chandler (2000), the horizontal 
separation between the PYCL and CCL in log-linear compression plane could be 






pS =σ          (5.1) 
Comparison of the PYCL and CCL shows that the treated soil exhibits stress 
sensitivity, due to a much greater pre-compression pressure or “gross yield” stress 
than the pre-cured specimen (presumably without structure). This is similar to the 
behaviour observed for the natural structured and reconstituted soils (Burland, 1990; 
Leroueil and Vaughan, 1990). Beyond gross yield, the convergence of PYCL and 
CCL indicates that the stress sensitivity decreases as a result of increasing the mean 
effective stress. This is also reflected in Figure 5.4 for cement treated specimen cured 
under atmospheric pressure. 
 
Table 5.1 summarizes the compressibility indices for the untreated specimen, 
treated specimens cured under various load-curing, as well as the CCL and PYCL. As 
this table shows, regardless of curing stress, all the treated specimens possessed 
almost similar values of compression index λ after gross yield. Similarly, the 
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compression index before gross yield κgy and the re-compression index κ after gross 
yield were not varied significantly. From these results, it seems reasonable to surmise 
that, for a given cement content and curing period, λ, κgy and κ remains reasonably 
constant regardless of the curing stresses.  
 
Furthermore, from Table 5.1, it could be seen that the treated specimens had 
larger compression index λ, but lower recompression index κ than the untreated 
specimen. These features are typically seen for structured soils, when compared with 
their reconstituted counterparts (Burland, 1990). The ratio of compression to 
recompression indices λ/κ of the cement-treated samples is also much higher than that 
of the untreated soil.  
 
Table 5.1: Compressibility indices for untreated clay,  
treated specimens with various curing stresses, CCL and PYCL 
Specimen Compression 
slope before  
gross yield, κgy
NCL, λ or 
λ*
URL, κ or 
κ*
Compression-
swelling ratio, λ/κ 
or λ*/κ*
Untreated clay - 0.234 0.062 3.77 
CCL - 0.356 - - 
PYCL - 0.505 - - 
0CON0 0.026 0.502 0.012 41.83 
50CON0 0.016 0.516 0.013 39.69 
100CON0 0.024 0.501 0.014 35.79 
250CON0 0.018 0.495 0.015 33 
500CON0 - - 0.011 - 
 
 
5.3.2 Microstructural Changes under Isotropic Compression 
Figure 5.5 shows the microstructure at x0.5k, x1.5k and x3.0k magnification 
levels for: (a) 0CON0; (b) 0CON50; (c) 0CON500; and (d) 0CON1500 specimens. 
The naming convention used in this study is of the form XCONY, where X is the 
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confining pressure during curing and Y is the post-curing consolidation pressure, both 
in kPa.  
 
As can be seen from Figure 5.5, there is evidence of densification of the 
particle packing as the post-curing consolidation pressure increases. The result of the 
packing is seen as an increase in density of the specimen. This is consistent with the 
volumetric changes recorded during isotropic compression shown in Figure 5.6. Much 
of the changes seem to initiate between specimens 0CON50 and 0CON500 and this is 
consistent with the occurrence of the turning point in the compression curve within 
the range (see Figure 5.6). Between specimens 0CON500 and 0CON1500, there 
seems to be very substantial compression of the particles and aggregates and much of 
the voids seem to have closed up by 0CON1500. Since these micrographs only give a 
spot, rather than global view of the specimen, one needs to be careful in generalizing 
the SEM features. Nonetheless, the densification effects must have occurred due to 
increasing consolidation pressure, and this lends a certain level of confidence that the 
observation is not purely coincidental. 
 
In addition, from the micrographs, crack-like discontinuities appeared to be 
generated when the specimens were compressed. This is particularly clear at x1.5k 
magnification level. One may surmise that these discontinuities are evidence of 
particles or aggregate rearrangement, probably associated with movements of 
aggregates due to volumetric strain during isotropic compression. On the other hand, 




Figure 5.7 shows the entrance pore size distribution for the specimens 0CON0, 
0CON50, 0CON500, and 0CON1500. Also superimposed in the figure are the 
distribution curves for the treated specimen cured under loaded-drained condition. As 
can be seen, for the same confining stress level, the changes of the pore size 
distribution curves due to post-curing consolidation pressure are not as significant as 
those which were induced by confining stress applied during curing stage. This is 
consistent with the measured volumetric strain during load-curing and post-curing 
consolidation.  
 
As the post-curing consolidation pressure increases beyond the gross-yield 
point, there is a decrease in the proportion of large to medium size pores (from 0.1µm 
to 10µm). This is evident in 0CON500 and becomes very clear in 0CON1500. Such 
phenomenon is consistent with the packing seen in SEM micrographs as well as 
volumetric changes. The pore size distribution curve for 0CON1500 is very much 
similar to that for 500CON0. Thus, a 1500kPa-compressive stress at post-curing is 
needed to give approximately the same pore size distribution as a 500kPa-
compressive stress during curing. If we use the pore size distribution, instead of void 
ratio, as an indicator of particle packing, this would imply that, at 1500kPa post-
curing compressive stress, the stress sensitivity of the specimen is 3 (being 
Sσ=1500kPa/500kPa). This is almost consistent with the stress sensitivity of 2.9 
obtained for 1500kPa post-curing compressive stress at a similar void ratio (refer 
Figure 5.4). Thus, both approaches of estimating stress sensitivity leads to reasonable 




Figure 5.8 shows the result of permeability coefficients, k with their 
corresponding voids ratio for the treated specimens subjected to different isotropic 
post-curing consolidation pressures. Also superimposed in the figure for comparisons 
are the permeability-void ratio relationship for the treated specimens with various 
loaded-drained confining pressures during curing (Line-A), which has been discussed 
in Section 4.5.2.  
 
As the Figure 5.8 shows, in spite of the relative high void ratio, the 
permeability is remarkably low. Furthermore, specimens which were load-cured but 
not subjected to post-curing consolidation show a roughly log-linear relation between 
void ratio and permeability. On the other hand, specimens which were subjected to 
post-curing consolidation pressure show a turning point in the void-ratio-permeability 
curve, at points which correspond roughly to their gross yield stresses. Thus, the void-
ratio-permeability relation echoes the compression curves seen in Figure 4.22.  
 
Furthermore, from Figure 5.8, at a given void ratio, the specimens which are 
consolidated at post-curing showed lower permeability values than those of the load-
cured specimens. Such feature could be explained if one hypothesizes that  
a. permeability is influenced largely by the inter-aggregate voids whereas intra-
aggregate or trapped voids do not contribute significantly to permeability;  
b. most of the void ratios are accounted for by intra-aggregate void, rather than 
inter-aggregate voids; and 
c. inter-aggregate voids collapse at stress levels well-below gross yield, whereas 




Postulate (b) above would explain why the permeability is so low when the 
void ratio is so high. If these three postulates are true, then the gross-yield stress 
actually marks the onset of collapse of the intra-aggregate voids i.e. the particle 
clusters. As Figure 5.7 of pore size distribution shows, up to a consolidation stress 
level of 500kPa, the significant changes occur only for pore diameter of 0.4µm or 
larger. Based on the above postulate, one may deduce that inter-aggregate pores are 
generally larger than 0.4µm. 
 
Figure 5.9 shows the grading curves of 0CON50, 0CON500 and 0CON1500 
specimens after 45-mins of hand remoulding process. The 45-min and 1-hour hand 
remoulding for load-cured specimens were also included for comparison. In contrast 
to the pore size distribution, the particle grading curves all fall into the same range as 
the load-cured specimens which were remoulded for 45mins and 1hour and no trend 
could be discerned. On the other hand, as Figure 5.10 shows, the Atterberg limits, 
especially the liquid limit, shows a consistent decreasing trend with increase of post-
curing consolidation stress. This is similar to the trend observed with increasing 
curing stress (see Section 4.7), although the post-curing consolidation stress levels 
required to produce similar changes in liquid limit are much higher than the curing 
stress levels.  
 
 Following the postulation made in Section 4.7, the changes of the liquid limit 
for the 0CONY specimens can be expressed by Eq. (5.2), which is similar to Eq. 
(4.19), that is 
tw,Lnc,Lic,L WWW +=                  (5.2) 
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where WL,ic and WL,nc are the liquid limits for both specimens with and without post-
curing consolidaton pressures, respectively. WL,tw is the difference in the amount of 
trapped water inside the intra-aggregate pores. Taking 0CON0 as reference, the 















−=∆                (5.4) 
which are similar to Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21).  
 
The calculated results based on Eq. (5.4) are displayed in Table 5.2. As can be 
seen, the changes of voids ratio that could be accounted for by the trapped water 
increases with post-curing consolidation pressure. This is consistent with and supports 
Postulate (c) above. It is also in sharp contrast to the trend observed for load curing 
specimens in Table 4.2, which shows large decrease in intra-aggregate void at low 
curing stress. This clearly demonstrates the effect of artificial soil structure on 
compressive stress after treatment period. 
 











0CON0 2.5545 - - - 
0CON50 2.5439 -0.0106 -0.00266 25.09 
0CON500 2.3418 -0.2127 -0.05586 26.26 






5.4 Effects of Artificial Soil Structure on Strength 
 The framework, adopted from Burland (1990), which was used to assess the 
effect of artificial soil structure on compressibility in the previous section, can be 
extended to strength. The concept of this framework is to compare the behaviour of 
both the reconstituted and structured soils at the same void state. Burland et. al (1996) 
has demonstrated by normalizing the peak strength of the natural structured soil with 
the intrinsic equivalent pressure, p*’e or σ*’ ve of the reconstituted or unstructured soil 
at a similar void ratio, the effect of soil structure on strength can be quantified.  
 
 Figure 5.11 shows the undrained triaxial behaviour for normally as well as 
over-consolidated specimens which have been consolidated along CCL, without any 
curing (i.e. immediately after mixing and consolidation). The three normally 
consolidated specimens were consolidated and tested at 50kPa, 100kPa and 250kPa of 
confining pressures. The over-consolidated specimen was consolidated under a 
confining pressure of 400kPa and then allowed to equilibrate to a lower confining 
pressure of 300kPa before testing. As Figure 5.11 shows, for the normally 
consolidated samples at low curing-consolidation pressure, the undrained stress-strain 
and pore pressure-strain curves show almost flat peaks which are indicative of critical 
states. The specimens failed by bulging with no clear evident of slippage. However, 
for normally consolidated specimen with 250kPa of consolidation pressure, as well as 
for over-consolidated specimen, a peak strength is evident together with post-peak 
formation of rupture planes were observed.  
 
 Figure 5.12 shows the stress paths for the four specimens. As can be seen, for 
the normally consolidated specimens, there is a slight post-peak drop in strength. This 
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indicates some structure has already formed in the cement-clay mixtures, at the time 
of shearing. The elapsed time between mixing of cement into the clay and testing to 
failure, is roughly 3 hours. It is possible that, during this period, some of the structure 
have been formed. This is consistent with the particle size analysis obtained in 
Sections 4.6 of previous chapter, which showed a slight increase in particle sizes 
within duration after mixing. In viewing of this early formation of soil structure, the 
peak strength envelope of these normally consolidated specimens is not exactly its 
intrinsic strength. It will be termed hereafter as the Curing-Consolidation Strength 
(CCS), instead of intrinsic strength. From Figure 5.12, both the CCS and critical states 
may be fitted into straight lines, with the critical state line beneath the CCS envelope.  
 
 Figure 5.13 plots the stress path behaviour of these specimens normalized with 
their respective equivalent pressures on CCL, p*’e. As can be seen, for the normally 
consolidated specimens, all the stress paths reduce to a single curve, which forms an 
arch shape State Boundary Surface (SBS), with a unity value at its tip. For the over-
consolidated specimen, the stress path appears to be bounded by the SBS. Comparison 
between this pre-cured SBS (presumably without soil structure) and that for the post-
cured specimen will be made in the following section.  
 
5.4.1 Gross Yield Locus and State Boundary Surface (SBS) 
In order to ascertain the location of the gross yield locus for cement treated 
clay in this study, a K0- consolidation test as well as a constant stress ratio test with 
different stress ratios were carried out, for the treated soil cured under atmospheric 
pressure. The gross yield points at different loading paths were then determined 




 Figure 5.14 shows the stress path of 0CON0 specimen under K0- consolidation, 
in a stress path triaxial cell, where the radial expansion of the specimen is constrained 
by increasing the cell pressure once radial expansion is measured. As the figure shows, 
the K0 consolidation stress path initially follows a constant stress ratio with η=1.5 
which corresponds to K0=0.25, until gross yield; this is consistent with the change in 
K0 at elastic-plastic transition. Such K0 value before gross yield is significantly lower 
than that often encountered for normally consolidated marine clay (K0=0.62). Beyond 
gross yield, K0 increases towards 0.31, prior to unloading.  
 
 Figure 5.15 shows the compression behaviour of 0CON0 specimens in K0- 
consolidation and constant stress ratio tests. From this figure, the gross yield points 
were determined accordingly, and then plotted in p’-q stress path (Figure 5.16). As 
can be seen, the entire gross yield points can be reasonably connected by an arch 
shape locus, which will termed herein as the gross yield locus (Cotecchia & Chandler, 
2000). Note that not all of the gross yield points that formed the locus are determined 
from Figure 5.15. The gross yield points from Figure 5.15 only form the right side of 
the locus, which links the isotropic and K0 gross yield to the apex of the locus. The 
points which links the apex to the tension cut-off line at the left side of the locus is 
obtained from the peak strengths of UCT and CIU specimens that were sheared at 
consolidation pressure p’i< p’gy/2. This is because the peak strengths of these 






5.4.2 Shearing Behaviour for Specimen Consolidated at Pre-Gross Yield 
Figure 5.17 shows the stress path behaviour consolidated at pre-gross yield for 
specimens cured under atmospheric pressure. The isotropic gross yield point p’gy is 
430kPa. Also superimposed in the figure is the gross yield locus obtained earlier. As 
can be seen, parts of the undrained stress paths (on the pre-softening segment) of 
specimens sheared at consolidation pressure p’i< p’gy/2 agree reasonably well with the 
gross yield locus. The undrained stress paths for specimens sheared at consolidation 
pressure p’i ~ p’gy/2 touches the gross yield locus at their peak stress. On the other 
hand, for drained tests, the stress paths go far outside the gross yield locus, because of 
the volumetric changes during drained shearing.  
 
To account for the changes of the specific volume, the p’-q stress paths in 
Figure 5.17 are normalized with equivalent pressure p*’e (Cotecchia and Chandler, 
2000). Figure 5.18 shows the normalized gross yield locus as well as the normalized 
undrained and drained triaxial stress paths. As can be seen, most of the undrained and 
drained stress paths could be adequately described by the normalized gross yield locus. 
Nonetheless, for drained specimen which was sheared at p’i> p’gy/2, the stress path 
trends slightly underneath the corresponding normalized yield locus. Also plotted in 
Figure 5.18 is the stress paths behaviour of the pre-cured specimens after normalized 
with p*’e (obtained from Figure 5.13). By comparing with the pre-cured specimens, 
the post-cured specimens show the stress (and strength) sensitivities greater than unity, 
which is indicative of the existence of artificial soil structure, as expected.  
 
Figure 5.19 shows the stress path behaviour (consolidated at pre-gross yield) 
for specimens cured under 250kPa of confining stress, after normalized with p*’e. As 
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can be seen, the stress paths behaviours are almost similar to those observed for 
specimens cured under atmospheric pressure. Furthermore, the stress path for 
specimen which was drained sheared at p’i> p’gy/2 also trends underneath the 
corresponding normalized yield locus. In comparison with pre-cured specimens, the 
post-cured specimens show both stress and strength sensitivities. However, these 
sensitivities are much lower than those obtained from specimens cured under 
atmospheric pressure. This is consistent with the coupled effect between density (or 
specific volume) and cementation, as postulated by Huang & Airey (1998). This 
shows that the structure accounts for a smaller proportion in specimens with low 
specific volume.  
 
5.4.3 Shearing Behaviour for Specimen Consolidated at Post-Gross Yield 
 The shearing behaviour of cement treated specimens consolidated to pressures 
beyond gross yield state was investigated through specimens which were prepared 
and cured under atmospheric pressure.   
 
Figure 5.20 shows the drained and undrained triaxial behaviour for specimens 
which were consolidated beyond gross yield stress (p’gy = 430kPa) to a mean effective 
stress of 500kPa, unloaded to mean effective stress levels of 50kPa, 100kPa and 
250kPa, and then sheared. The yield locus and state boundary surface were deduced 
from the undrained stress path of 0CIU500 specimen, since the recompression index κ 
of the cement treated specimen was relatively low, about 0.012. As can be seen, the 
shape of yield locus, which links the isotropic compression yield, peak strength and 
the tension cut-off line is roughly an arch shape. The apex of the yield locus is 
reached at a mean effective stress that is approximately equal to half the isotropic 
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gross yield stress. This can be seen from the 0CIU500-250, where the stress path 
moves nearly vertically until the peak is reached; which suggests that soil behaviour is 
elastic up to the peak. Specimens which are sheared at a mean effective stress lower 
than half of the isotropic gross yield stress, such as 0CIU500-100, shows a roughly 
vertical stress path until it almost reaches tension cut-off line. At this point, the stress 
path turns to follow the tension cut-off until peak strength is reached. CIU test on a 
specimen normally consolidated to 500kPa shows a stiff response in the stress-strain 
curve up to the peak strength. However, the stress path traces a curved arch which 
resembles the compression cap.  
 
 The results from consolidated-drained tests on three specimens are also shown 
in Figure 5.20. Specimen 0CID500-50 (which was consolidated to 500kPa confining 
stress followed by swelling to 50kPa) shows a stiff stress-strain response until the 
peak deviator stress. As Figure 5.20(a) shows, the stress state at peak deviator stress 
coincides well with the projected yield locus, thus indicating the peak stress for this 
specimen marks the point of yielding. This is supported by the observation that all the 
specimens show an initial portion with very similar stiffness. It should be noted that 
the elastic stiffness might not have been reliably measured since internal axial strain 
measurements were not conducted. Notwithstanding, the similarity in the elastic 
stiffness of the specimens underscores the consistency in the specimens compared.  
 
Specimen 0CID500-250 shows a different behaviour, with the transition 
between the stiff elastic region and a softer plastic region occurring well before the 
peak strength is reached. This transition point also lies on the projected yield locus in 
p’-q stress plane, thereby indicating that it is a yield point. The peak stress occurs well 
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into the plastic regime. A similar behaviour is shown for specimen 0CID500; however, 
the presence of a small elastic regime in the stress-strain curve is unexpected since the 
specimen did not undergo swelling. One possible explanation is that this is due to the 
formation of new bonds during and after the isotropic consolidation stage, which in 
turn causes a slight expansion of the yield locus.  
 
 Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the corresponding results for specimens which 
were consolidated to maximum consolidation pressures of 1000kPa and 1500kPa, 
respectively. As can be seen, their behaviours show the following features which have 
been discussed above for consolidation pressure of 500kPa, that are 
1. All specimens consolidated to the same maximum consolidation pressure show 
very similar initial stiffness, which was attributable to elastic behaviour. 
2. CIU specimens which were sheared at a high over-consolidation ratio (OCR>> 2) 
failed along the tensile failure envelope. The post-peak stress path is quite variable, 
but many show a slight increase in mean effective stress p’ towards the ultimate 
failure. This is suggestive of dilatancy near ultimate failure. 
3. CIU specimens which were sheared at a lower OCR of ~2 show stiff response up 
to a peak strength. Their stress path is roughly vertical, which suggests an elastic 
behaviour up to the peak strength. The post-peak stress path shows little change or 
else a slight decrease in the mean effective stress p’. 
4. CIU specimens which were sheared normally consolidated or slightly over-
consolidated also show a stiff response up to a peak strength, but their stress path 
traces out a curved line which resembles the cap of a yield surface, thereby 
suggesting plastic behaviour. The post-peak stress path is slight decrease in the 
mean effective stress p’.  
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5. CID specimens which were sheared at high OCR (say ~10) also show stiff 
response up to peak strength. The post-peak strain softening region is 
accompanied by dilation. 
6. CID specimens which were sheared at lower OCR show a peak strength which 
occurs well after the elastic-plastic transition points, the latter being identifiable 
by the change in stiffness. The elastic-plastic transition points are marked by large 
volumetric compression up to the peak stress, followed by a slight swelling, 
presumably induced by the unloading. 
7. A yield locus can be deduced by connecting up the peak stress points of CIU 
specimens and CID specimens sheared at high OCR, as well as the elastic-plastic 
transition points. 
  
Figures 5.23(a-c) shows the stress paths behaviour of treated specimens which 
were consolidated to maximum consolidation pressures p’o of 500kPa, 1000kPa and 
1500kPa, respectively after normalized with equivalent pressure p*’e. As can be seen, 
despite yield loci expanding with increasing maximum consolidation pressures (see 
Figure 5.20 to 5.22), the normalized yield loci are contracting. This implies lower 
sensitivities of the treated specimens consolidated beyond isotropic gross yield. For 
specimens consolidated to pressures before gross yield, the gross yield locus indicates 
a stress sensitivity of about 4.8. This reduces progressively with increasing pre-
consolidation pressure to about 3 at p’o=1500kPa; thus consistent with the converging 
of PYCL and CCL observed in Section 5.3. 
 
From Figures 5.23, it can also be seen that the normalized peak deviator stress 
for undrained shearing falls close to the normalized yield locus. However, this is not 
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the case for drained shearing, where the normalized stress path falls significantly 
below the crown of the locus. This is particularly evident for normally consolidated 
specimens and has also been observed for the drained-sheared specimen consolidated 
at pre-gross yield with p’i> p’gy/2 (see Figure 5.18 and 5.19). Such behaviour is 
against the observations by Cotecchia & Chandler (2000) for natural soils. 
 
The yield loci or SBS and gross yield locus respectively presented in Figures 
5.23 and 5.16 shows that they are almost geometrically similar in shape, which is not 
unreasonable. This is because the yield loci are formed by the yield points of 
specimens which were pre-consolidated to prescribed pre-consolidation pressures 
which intersect the p’ axis at points on the PYCL. Similarly, as shown in Figure 5.2, 
the gross yield locus also intersects the p’-axis which appears to coincide with the 
PYCL. All these suggest that the SBS, formed by the collection of yield loci, also 
encompasses the gross yield locus, i.e. the gross yield locus lies on the SBS of 
cement-treated marine clay. 
 
With this approximation between gross yield locus and yield loci, it is possible 
to normalized all the stress path behaviour either consolidated at pre- or post-gross 
yield. Figure 5.24 shows the peak deviator stress states of all triaxial specimens after 
normalization for both volume p*’e and initial stress sensitivity before shear, Sσ. In this 
normalization, the parameter Sσ is obtained by dividing the gross yield stress p’gy (for 
specimen consolidated at pre-gross yield) or maximum consolidation pressure po’ on 
the PYCL  (for specimen consolidated at post-gross yield) with their respective 
equivalent pressures on the CCL p*’e. According to Cotecchia & Chandler (2000), 
such normalization would reduce the peak strengths into a single unique surface, 
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which is reasonably described by the general gross yield locus. However, as the figure 
shows, this is evidently not the case. Many of the drained specimens showed peak 
strengths that are well below the apex of the gross yield locus. Thus, it seems that, 
while a constant Sσ may adequately account for the initial structure after consolidation 
or the sensitivity of specimens undergoing isotropic compression, it cannot capture 
the change in soil structure which arises from drained shearing. This deficiency was 
also noted by Callisto and Rampello (2004), and will be further investigated in 
Chapter 6. 
 
5.4.4 p’-q Stress Plane and v-lnp’ Compression Plane 
 Figure 5.25(a) summarises the peak strength envelope in p’-q stress plane of 
the treated specimens that have been sheared at consolidation pressures along PYCL 
(or OCR=1) such as 0CID/U500, 1000 and 1500kPa. As can be seen, the peak 
strengths obtained seem to be a curve, with higher peak stress ratio (q/p’) reached at 
low p’ value. This indicates that the contribution of soil structure during occurrence of 
peak has a greater relative influence at lower confining pressures. Alternatively, the 
curved strength envelope may be modeled as a bilinear peak strength envelope, 
similar to those proposed by Tatsuoka & Kobayashi (1983) and Kamruzzaman (2002).  
 
Figure 5.25(b) shows the corresponding peak strength envelope with OCR=1 
in v-lnp’ compression plane. Also plotted in the figure are the PYCL and CCL. As can 
be seen, the peak strength point in the compression plane can be fitted by a straight 
line in a semi-log plane, parallel to the PYCL. The ratio of this peak strength line to 
the PYCL is about 1/2. This is consistent with the location of apex of the SBS or the 




The peak strengths for treated specimens with Yield Stress Ratio (YSR = 
p’gy/p’i for specimen consolidated at pre-gross yield) and Over-Consolidated Ratio 
(OCR= p’y/p’i for specimen consolidated at post-gross yield and unloading) greater 
than unity are shown in Figures 5.26(a) and (b), respectively for p’-q stress plane and 
v-lnp’ compression plane. As can be seen, both the OCR and YSR increase the peak 
strength of the treated specimen. This is because the higher the OCR and YSR, the 
denser (lower specific volume) is the specimen relative to its confining pressure. 
Therefore, the peak strengths of these specimens tend to fail near to the tension cut-
off line or on the Hvorslev envelope. This is consistent with the peak strength of 
cement treated clay observed earlier by Tatsuoka and Kobayashi (1983) and 
Kamruzzaman (2002).  
 
5.4.5 Microstructural Changes under Triaxial Shearing 
Figure 5.27 shows the changes of microstructure observed from SEM 
micrographs for cement treated soil after isotropic consolidation as well as shearing in 
CIU and CID tests. It should be noted that in all the CIU and CID specimens, post-
peak softening was accompanied by the appearance of rupture bands. These 
micrographs were taken from parts of the intact portion, which lie outside of the 
rupture bands. In comparison with the post-consolidation state, micrographs of the 
post-shearing state show some evidence of aggregate crushing; this being particularly 
obvious with the CID specimen sheared under 1500kPa of effective confining stress.  
 
It is now widely recognized that rupture banding and post-peak softening are 
manifestations of the same bifurcation process during which strain (and presume 
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damage) is localized within the rupture band while the parts outside the rupture band 
unloads elastically (Burland, 1990). In light of this understanding, it would be 
reasonable to assume that these micrographs showed the parts of the specimens which 
did not undergo any post-peak softening. The fact that damage and aggregates 
crushing were nonetheless observed in some of the micrographs is an indication that 
such occurrences initiate before the peak stress is reached. This is consistent with the 
shearing behaviour discussed in Section 5.4.3. 
 
Figure 5.28 shows the micrographs of specimens taken at peak stress, which 
have been re-arranged according to the states of which are also shown in the plots of 
the same figure. These micrographs are labelled (1) to (6) corresponding to the states 
(1) to (6) in the plots. As can be seen, micrographs (1) to (3) are for specimens which 
failed near to the tension cut-off envelope and they show very similar features to those 
for the post-consolidation stage (see Fig. 5.27). The other micrographs (4) to (6) are 
for specimens which did not fail on the tension envelope and they show increased 
signs of collapse of the larger voids and aggregate collapse; the latter being 
particularly evident in micrograph (6). This suggests that specimens which fail on the 
tension envelope did not undergo significant destructuration before reaching peak. On 
the other hand, specimens which fail away from the tension envelope have undergone 
significant amount of destructuration when the peak stress is reached, thus indicating 
once again that damage is initiated before peak stress is reached. 
 
Figure 5.29 shows the entrance pore distributions taken from some CIU and 
CID specimens at peak stress. Also superimposed in the figures are the pore size 
distribution curves for the corresponding specimens at post-consolidation states, i.e. 
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before commencement of shearing stage. As can be seen, compared to the curves for 
the post-consolidation specimens, CID specimens which have been sheared at high 
consolidation pressure show a reduction in the entrance pore size, particularly for the 
larger pores. This is consistent with the measured volumetric changes, SEM 
observations as well as the postulation that drained specimens at peak strength have 
already undergone significant microstructural changes. On the other hand, CIU 
specimens show little or no changes in the pore size distribution; this suggests that 
there is likely to be much less microstructural changes in the CIU specimens (vis-a vis 
CID specimens) up to the peak stress.  
 
5.5 Strain Softening Behaviour  
Figure 5.30(a) and (b) show the stress-strain behaviour of cement treated clay 
tested in drained and undrained triaxial, respectively. As can be seen, all the 
specimens showed post-peak strain softening. In these specimens, rupture planes were 
observed during strain softening. After rupturing, the strength drop significantly from 
peak strength until an almost reasonably constant strength, which is hereafter termed 
as the post-rupture strength, following Burland (1990). Because of the formation of 
rupture band, it is uncertain whether this post-rupture strength is the same as the 
critical state strength. However, as Cuccovillo and Coop (1999) pointed out, both the 
intact samples of calcarenite and silica sandstone in their study reached similar stress 
ratios to those of the corresponding reconstituted soils at critical states.  
 
5.5.1 Rupturing and Post-Ruptured State 
 Figure 5.31(a) shows the stress path of specimen 0CIU500, which was 
unloaded and then reloaded during the test (curved line segment ABCDE). As can be 
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seen, the unloading-reloading portions of the stress are near-vertical lines, albeit with 
elastic hysteresis, suggesting largely elastic behaviour. At point F which is well 
beyond peak, unloading-reloading (UL3-RL3) was conducted. The unloading (UL3) 
path seems to deviate from the completely undrained condition.  As will be seen later, 
this is characteristic of all post-peak unloading stress paths. However, during 
subsequent reloading RL3, the stress path showed an almost elastic behaviour again, 
until the peak strength is reached at H, which is slightly lower than point F. Beyond H, 
rupturing continues to occur until point I before the specimen was allowed to undergo 
unloading and then re-consolidation stage. 
  
 Re-consolidation from points J to K (see Figure 5.31(b)) was carried out to 
investigate the effect of consolidation process (within the stress states bounded by 
SBS) on the rupture strength of the specimen. From this figure, it can be seen that 
apparently, the reloading path RL4 showed an undrained elastic behaviour with a 
vertical stress path until peak strength is reached at point L, with the q value 
significantly higher than that at point I, i.e. before re-consolidation process. Beyond L, 
the strength drops as rupturing continues until point M before unloading-reloading 
UL5-RL5 was carried out. The reloading stress path RL5 reached its peak strength at 
point O, which is slightly lower than point M before unloading process. This is similar 
to the unloading-reloading behaviour during rupturing before re-consolidation process. 
Beyond point O, the rupturing continues until P and the specimen was unloaded to Q, 
as shown by stress path UL6. In all unloading-reloading cycles, the reloading curve is 




 Figures 5.31(c) and (d) as well as Figure 5.32 show all the unloading-
reloading cycles of two specimens. As can be seen, in all cases, there is a progressive 
decrease in the post-peak friction coefficient (hereafter denoted as Mr) with further 
rupturing. However, the reconsolidation stages (both compression and swelling) and 
unloading-reloading cycles at post-peak appear do not alter the value of Mr.   
 
Figures 5.33(a) and (b) show the post-rupture states for the treated specimens 
in p’-q stress plane and v-lnp’ compression plane, respectively. As Figure 5.33(a) 
shows, a curved post-ruptured strength envelope is obtained for the treated specimens, 
regardless of the stress history such as OCR and YSR. This indicates a higher post-
rupture frictional coefficient (hereafter denoted as Mpr) when specimen sheared at low 
p’ value or at low confining pressure. As the p’ value increases, Mpr decreases. 
Similar curved envelopes have been reported by Georgiannou & Burland (2001) for 
stiff Vallericca clay and bilinear behaviour for cement treated clay (Tatsuoka and 
Kobayashi, 1983). It is uncertain if the post-rupture is the critical state but it certainly 
seems to differ from the straight critical state line reported by Cuccovillo and Coop 
(1999) for natural cemented sands. Cuccovillo and Coop (1999) attributed any 
tendency to curve at the high pressure is likely due to the early termination of the tests, 
before critical state is reached. However, this is unlikely to be the case in the present 
study since the pore pressure is already stabilized when the loading was stopped in all 
the tests. In any case, if this is the cause, then pre-critical state termination is more 
likely to occur in test with higher effective confining pressure, where the specimens 
are usually more ductile and require a larger strain to reach ultimate failure. If this is 
indeed so, then the real ultimate state is likely to have a higher value of p  (since the 




specimen is strain softening), which would lead to an even lower M-value for the 
specimens tested under high effective confining pressure. This in turn, means that the 
post-rupture strength envelope is even more curved than that observed. A possible 
reason for this will be postulated from a microstructural perspective in the following 
section.
 
 On the other hand, as can be seen from Figure 5.33(b), the post-rupture states 
when plotted on a v-lnp’ plane, are largely scattered around the CCL, on the left side 
of the peak strength line with OCR=1. The CCL also appears to form a rough dividing 
line between the points with very high OCR and those with lower OCR. The large 
scatter can be attributed to two reasons, namely 
a. Specimens with very high OCR tend to failure on the tensile failure envelope. 
Failure is likely to be initiate by tensile rather than shear stresses. 
b. Specimens with lower OCR tend to rupture. When rupture occurs, further 
microstructural collapse is localized to a thin rupture band. As a result, the 
macroscopic changes in the specific volume and pore pressure cannot possibly 
fully reflect that which occurs within the rupture band. 
 
5.5.2 Changes of Microstructures 
Figures 5.34 shows the SEM micrographs obtained from the rupture bands of 
3 0CIU500 specimens and 3 0CID500 specimens, terminated at various rupturing 
stages. As can be seen, the stress paths and stress-strain curves of the specimens are 
reasonably consistent, indicating that a certain level of repeatability and consistency 
was achieved during the tests. Comparison of these micrographs with the pre-rupture 
micrographs (see e.g. Fig. 5.28 micrographs (3) and (5)) shows the break-up of 
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aggregates into smaller aggregates and particles. In addition, the more advance the 
rupture process is, the finer is the particulate texture on the rupture surface. This 
indicates the more severity of the aggreates break-up have been occurred. In addition, 
As Figure 5.34 shows, the changes in the microstructure on the rupture surface 
parallel the decrease in the friction coefficient during rupturing, as shown in the 
earlier section.  
 
Similarly, these features were also observed in three 0CID500 specimens. 
Comparison of the micrographs from the 0CIU500 and 0CID500 specimens suggests 
that the degree of aggregate break-up in the CID specimens is even more advanced 
than that in the CIU, with even finer particulate texture at the end of the test. This 
difference in the degree of aggregate break-up is also mirrored in the generally lower 
final value of friction coefficient in the 0CID500 specimen, and may be explained by 
the higher values of p’ and q in the CID test, which presumably encourages aggregate 
break-up.  
 
Fig. 5.35 shows the post-rupture microstructure on the rupture planes of 6 
specimens, numbered (1) to (6) in order of increasing post-rupture mean effective 
stress. Once again, there is a trend of post-rupture aggregate or particle size 
decreasing with increasing post-rupture mean effective stress, as suggested by the 
fineness of the surface texture. 
 
In classical soil mechanics, it is often assumed that strength of particles is 
much higher than the resistance to slippage between particles. For this reason, the 
strength of a soil mass is often implicitly assumed to be governed by inter-particle 
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friction rather than particle strength itself. Therefore, it is reasonably true that the 
particles themselves are not damaged or broken in any way, under engineering level 
of effective stress at which shearing occurs. This often provides the rationale for the 
coefficient of friction M remaining constant. In the case of the cement-treated soil 
specimens, the micrographs show that both shape and size of aggregate clusters do 
change under different conditions of shearing. Given this, it is not surprising that the 
coefficient of friction M should also change. 
 
 Figure 5.36 shows the entrance pore structure for both the undrained and 
drained specimens during rupturing process. These specimens are similar with those 
previously seen in the SEM micrographs. However, as rupturing occurs within a very 
thin band, the thickness of the MIP specimen is therefore consistently taken as 4-5mm 
thick layer bounding both sides of the rupture plane.  
 
As can be seen, as the soil state progresses from peak to post-rupture, the 
entrance pore decreases, with the bigger pores being affected more than the smaller 
pores, in both drained and undrained shearing conditions. The collapse of entrance 
pores during rupturing is not entirely unexpected but it contradicts the post-peak 
volumetric strain measurements of the CID specimens which show little or no change 
(see Figure 5.20 for 0CID500 specimen). This can be attributed to the fact that the 
post-peak collapse of the pores only affect the thin layer of soil within the rupture 
band; the rest of specimen is actually unloading and therefore swelling (Burland, 
1990). The volumetric measurements are taken over the entire specimen and are 
therefore dominated by the behaviour of the soil outside of the rupture band. This is 




Figure 5.37 shows the pore size distribution, arranged in order of decreasing 
post-rupture friction coefficient and increasing post-rupture mean effective stress p’. 
Once again, the trends of pore size decreases with decreasing friction coefficient and 
increasing post-rupture mean effective stress p’ is evident. Thus, the trends indicated 
by the qualitative observation on the micrographs are also mirrored in the pore size 
distribution. This is consistent with the observed mechanical behaviour of cement 
treated clay under triaxial loading. 
 
5.6 Discussions 
From the triaxial compression and shearing results as well as the changes of 
microstructure presented in this chapter, it is postulated that the isotropic gross yield 
point is the point at which massive destructuration or re-arrangement of the 
aggregates or particle clusters start to occur. Since the isotropic gross yield point is 
essentially one point on the gross yield line in compression and all the yield loci are 
“anchored” via their pre-consolidation pressures to the gross yield line, one may also 
surmise that the yield locus represents the stress states at which massive 
destructuration or re-arrangement of the aggregates or particle clusters starts to occur. 
Using this notion, the above observed trends of triaxial behaviour can be explained by 
a framework of cemented soil behaviour based on the interaction of two mechanisms: 
a. Destructuration of micro-structure which initiates at the yield point (which 
may be reached well before peak stress) and which tends to lead to strain 
softening, and 
b. Shear-induced dilation/densification of the soil skeleton which also initiates at 




As is well-known, mechanism (b) is intrinsic to the Cam Clay models and 
therefore is not new. In the case of drained isotropic compression, the densification of 
the soil skeleton due to compression is always more than sufficient to offset the strain 
softening effect of destructuration, thus a catastrophic collapse does not occur. In the 
case of CID test at low OCR, the initial densification is also more than sufficient to 
offset the destructuration effect. Thus, strain hardening ensues until a sufficiently high 
stress ratio is reached, at which densification is no longer able keep pace with 
destructuration and strain softening occurs. For CID test at high OCR, the combined 
effects of dilation and destructuration cause severe post-peak strain softening. For 
CIU test, the soil may densify if it has a sufficiently low OCR, but the amount of 
densification is limited by the undrained condition, which also causes a reduction in 
the effective stress. As a result, the overall effect is one of softening after peak. 
 
It should be noted that the notion of the twin effects of densification and 
destructuration interacting is not entirely new. As mentioned earlier, Huang and Airey 
(1998) postulated that the cementation bonding was dominant for specimen with low 
density and the effect mitigates with increase in packing density of the soil. The above 
test results show that the relative dominance of the cementation versus the 
densification effect is not only dependent upon the density of the soil per se but on the 
density of the soil relative to its current effective stress level and the stress path 






A FRAMEWORK OF BEHAVIOUR  
FOR CEMENT TREATED CLAY 
 
 
6.1 Summary of Cement Treated Clay Behaviour 
6.1.1 Isotropic Compression 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the isotropic compression lines of specimens which 
are cured with and without curing stresses show a turning point which is roughly 
indicative of the gross yield stress. At stress levels beyond their gross yield, the 
compression lines tend to form a post-yield compression line (PYCL) which compress 
towards the curing consolidation line at high post-cured consolidation stress. Three 
methods of estimating the gross yield stress (see Table 4.4) all give different estimates 
for the cement content and moisture content used. The uncertainty in the gross yield 
point is related to the initial curvature of the compression line. Such initial curvature 
of the compression line has also been noted in compression on natural soils (e.g. Coop, 
1990; Coop and Atkinson, 1993; and Liu and Carter, 2000) as well as artificially 
cemented soil (e.g. Rotta et al. 2003). For instance, Coop (1990) noted for 
uncemented carbonate sand that “…the onset of particle crushing during first loading 
is gradual with no clear yield stress. On reloading there is always a very clear yield 
stress when the normal compression line is reached and particle breakage begins 
again”. 
 
The shape of the compression line of cement treated clay is also similar to 
those obtained by these previous researchers on natural as well as artificially 
cemented soil. After gross yield, the PYCL can be described by various empirical 
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where ∆ei is the additional void ratio sustained by structured soil as compared to its 
reconstituted state at p’=p’gy and b is the compression destructuring index. As shown 
in Fig. 6.1, Eq. (6.1) can be fitted using b=0.25 for cement treated clay in the current 
study. Thus, in terms of the trends and generic shapes, the isotropic compression 
behaviour of cemented-treated marine clay is similar to that previously reported for 
natural and artificially cemented soils. However, there are differences in the specific 
volume. Table 6.1 lists the estimated specific volumes of various soils at their gross 
yield points. As can be seen, the cement treated marine clay used in this study has a 
much higher specific volume (~3.45) at gross yield than the other natural clays 
presented in the table, most of which have specific volume well below 3. This can be 
explained by the additional water used in the mixing of the cement and clay. In actual 
deep mixing operations, additional water is also introduced into the clay matrix via 
the cement slurry (e.g. Porbaha, 1998; Bruce et al. 1998). This is needed to help the 
slurry to flow as well as to enhance mixing between cement and clay. Hence the high 
water content is representative of field operations. The high specific volume is 
consistent with the observed microstructure shown in Fig. 5.1, which shows a 
structure consisting of face-to-face flocculated particles with large voids in between 
and inside. Furthermore, as Table 5.1 shows, the compression index of the PYCL is 
much higher for the cement treated clay than the untreated clay. This reflects the 
much more compressible nature of the cement treated marine clay after gross yield 







Table 6.1: Estimated specific volume at gross yield point for various soils 
Soil Type Reference Gross yield value, (kPa) 
Specific 
volume 
Treated Clay    
20% Cement treated 







10% Cement treated 
Singapore marine clay 
Kamruzzaman (2002) p’gy =170 3.87 
10% Cement treated 
Bangkok clay 
Bergado (2004) σ’v,gy =200 5.41 
10% Lime treated 
Louiseville clay 
Locat et al., (1996) σ’v,gy =25 9.85 
Natural Clay    
Bothkennar clay Smith et al. (1992) σ’v,gy =84 2.81 
Champlain clay Tavenas et al. (1974) σ’v,gy =48 2.87 
Eberg clay Janbu (1985) σ’v,gy =103 2.61 
Grande Baleine clay Locat and Lefebvre (1985) σ’v,gy =80 2.59 
Guang-Shen clay Wang and Wei (1996) σ’v,gy =36 3.02 
Jonquiere clay Leroueil (1996) σ’v,gy =18 3.11 
Leda clay Yong and Nagaraj (1977) σ’v,gy =168 2.84 
Osaka clay Adachi et al. (1995) σ’v,gy =63 2.63 
Singapore marine clay Tan et al. (2003) σ’v,gy =250 2.71 
Winnipeg clay Graham and Li (1985) σ’v,gy =215 2.47 
 
From the test results presented in the previous chapters, the isotropic 
compression behaviour of cement treated clay specimens which are either cured with 
or without load; subsequently subjected to post-curing consolidation stresses can be 
idealized and is as shown in Figure 6.2. The Curing-Consolidation Line (CCL), which 
is the normal compression line (NCL) of cement-clay mixture immediately after 
mixing, is postulated as being reflective of the compression behaviour of soil 
specimens without structure. The post-curing compression behaviour can be 
reasonably described by a Post-Yield Compression Line (PYCL). This PYCL has a 
slope of λ in v-lnp’ plane, is also the NCLs of the treated specimens (both load-cured 
and non-load-cured) after gross yield. Before reaching gross yield, the compression 
index κgy is taken to have the value as the recompression index κ of specimens taken 
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past their gross yield points. With this idealization, the stress sensitivity of specimens 
generated by confining stress during curing and that of specimens which are generated 
by post-curing compression is governed by the same rule, both being only dependent 
upon the specific volume. This is consistent with the test data seen in previous 
chapters. 
 
6.1.2 Post-Yield Shearing Behaviour 
In this discussion, the post-yield shearing behaviour will be taken to refer to 
the behaviour of the soil after reaching the SBS. The post-yield shearing behaviour of 
cement-treated marine clay discussed in the previous chapter can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. For undrained shearing, the stress path trends the SBS reasonably well before 
occurrence of strain softening. Strain softening is often accompanied by 
rupture banding and is characterized by a near-vertical drop in the p’-q stress 
path. 
2. For drained shearing, the specimen continues to exhibit strain hardening 
accompanied by a large decrease in specific volume until peak stress. The 
peak stress ratio (qp/p’p) is much higher than the post-ruptured state stress ratio. 
The stress path after normalized for both volume pe’* and stress sensitivity Sσ 
shows that the behavioural framework for natural soils by Cotecchia and 
Chandler (2000) is insufficient to describe the shearing behaviour of cement 
treated clay. Beyond peak, rupture banding and strain softening occurs. The 
compression curve during post-peak shearing looks similar to a swelling line, 
but its specific volume continues to decrease slightly whereas the real swelling 
curve will require an increase in specific volume. This is rather strange and is 
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likely to be an artifice of the thinly banded rupture zone which is undergoing 
strain softening and volumetric compression. The intact portion of the 
specimen is undergoing unloading and is probably trending a swelling line. 
However, the combination of volumetric collapse within the rupture band and 
the low swelling index of the specimen (see Table 5.1)) caused the overall 
compression curve to roughly trend a swelling line but with a slight volumetric 
decrease instead of increase. This implies that if one is to consider the 
volumetric response of the soil within the rupture band, there is likely to be 
continued volumetric decrease as shown in Figure 5.34 and 5.36. Similar 
effects have been noted by previous researchers. For example, Cuccovillo and 
Coop (1999) remarked that “..silica sandstone reached similar stress ratios at 
the ultimate states to the reconstituted soils but localized failure of the intact 
soil prevented the identification of critical states in terms of volume” and 
Leroueil (1997) “..localization induces heterogeneity, in particular with a 
water content or void ratio in the shear band which is different from the one 
in the overall specimen”. 
3. Fig. 5.35 plots the peak failure envelope as well as the post-rupture failure 
envelope. While the effect of localization (i.e. rupture banding) complicates 
the picture, it is not totally unreasonable to surmise that the soil within the 
rupture band is in a state which is reasonably close to critical state. This is 
consistent with Cuccovillo and Coop’s (1999) remark cited above which 
indicates that localized failure prevented identification of the critical state in 
terms of volume (but not in terms of stress ratio). Leroueil (1997) noted that 
when failure develops along one or several shear bands, “several situations 
can be found, depending on particle shape, fabric and structure…….when the 
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particles or aggregates are dominantly rotund, shearing does not introduce 
any preferential orientation of the particles, and the friction angle mobilized 
at large deformation is practically equal to the critical friction angle of the 
soil,….when the particles have a platy shape, shearing introduces a 
progressive orientation of the particles in the direction of shearing, and a 
progressive decrease in shear strength towards the residual shear strength of 
the soil…….there are cases…in which the intact soil is made of or contains 
stiff and angular aggregates or hard clay shale lithorelicts which give the soil 
a large displacement strength envelope above than that obtained at the critical 
state on the reconstituted soil…..”. Given this, it may be tempting to think that 
the post-rupture failure envelope is either the residual failure envelope or else 
somewhere between the critical state envelope of the un-reacted cement-soil 
mix, given that both the marine clay and cement particles do have a platy 
particulate structure. However, as shown in Fig. 5.35, the lowest post-rupture 
friction coefficient M obtained from these tests is about 0.755 which 
corresponds to a friction angle of about 20º. This is slightly lower than the 
critical state friction angle of marine clay (22º to 24º), which the residual state 
friction angle is likely to be much lower. It is therefore quite likely that the 
post-rupture failure envelope is probably either near or above the critical state 
failure envelope of the un-reacted cement-soil mix. Furthermore, the lowest 
post-rupture angle of friction is reached with the specimens which have been 
sheared to the highest mean effective stress p ’ at peak strength. For lower p ’ 
values, the post-rupture angle of friction is higher than the critical state friction 
angle, due to the observed cluster of aggregates along the shear band (see 




from different effort of remoulded specimens, which shows that the cement 
treated clay has a wide spread of strength upon remoulding. 
 
6.2 A Behavioural Framework for Cement Treated Clay 
As presented in the previous chapter, normalized stress paths of specimens 
sheared under undrained conditions tracks the normalized yield locus reasonably well, 
as postulated by Cotecchia and Chandler (2000). On the other hand, normalized stress 
paths of specimens sheared in drained condition at low OCR trends significantly 
below the normalized yield locus, which contradicts with Cotecchia and Chandler’s 
(2000) postulation.  
 
In Cotecchia and Chandler’s (2000) framework, the stress sensitivity is 
constant and is fixed at the sensitivity corresponding to the initial specific volume, i.e. 
before shearing. However, this may not necessarily be true, in particular for soils 
which show large volumetric strains or compressibility during shearing, such as the 
cement treated clay in the current study. One may alternatively, and perhaps more 
realistically, assume that stress sensitivity varies with the void ratio during the test. 
This assumption means that, in the normalization process, the sensitivity during 
shearing is not constant; thus the current sensitivity, based on the current specific 
volume, should be used instead of initial sensitivity. Figure 6.3 shows one way of 







α =          (6.2) 
where p’o,s is the compression stress at PYCL corresponds to current p’ state during 
shear, with both p’o,s and p’ are linked through a κ line (see Figure 6.3), while p*’e,s is 
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the equivalent pressure on the CCL at the same void ratio as p’o,s. In drained and 
undrained shear within yield locus, the compression path is along the recompression 
line, and no changes of α will occur. Furthermore, at post-yield, the changes of α in 
an undrained shearing (constant specific volume) are not that significant as compared 
to the drained shearing, as one might have expected. This is consistent with the 
observed data from the previous chapter. 
  
With the current stress sensitivity α defined above, the mechanical behaviour 
of cement treated clay should be generalized and adequately described by a general 














q      (Plane 6.1) 
where p*’e is the normalizing factor for the effect of volume as proposed by Cotecchia 
and Chandler (2000) and p’o,s /p*’e,s is the current sensitivity of the soil during shearing.  
  
To obtain p’o,s corresponds to a p’ state during shearing stage, a particular URL 
which is “anchored” to the p’o,s at PYCL is considered. As can be seen from Figure 
6.3, the PYCL is a straight line in semi-logarithmic compression plane, of the form 
'
,ln sos pN λν −=         (6.3) 
where ν is the specific volume of the treated soil and NS is the location of PYCL in v-
lnp’ plane at p’=1kPa. Similarly, the URLs are also straight lines with general 
equation expressed by  
p'κνν κ ln−=         (6.4) 
where νκ is the intercept on unloading-reloading line at p’=1kPa.  









os lnln +−=  (Wood, 1990)    (6.5) 




−−= lnexp       (6.6) 
 
 The p*’e,s, which is the equivalent pressure at a similar specific volume 






o,ss pλNpλN lnln −=−       (6.7) 
where Nr is the location of CCL in v-lnp’ plane at p’=1kPa. With manipulations, 










−−= lnexp       (6.8) 
With the current sensitivity parameter α defined in Equation (6.2), it is now possible 
to expressed this parameter as a function of compression parameters of both CCL and 




















α 1lnexp             (6.9) 
From Equation (6.9), it could be seen that the current sensitivity changes with the 
specific volume and p’; this is consistent with the assumption made earlier. 
 
 An alternative definitive for the current stress sensitivity can be made by 
considering recompression index κ as zero. With this assumption, p*’e,s = p*’e  (see 







p=α          (6.10) 
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q         (Plane 6.2) 




















α 1exp     (6.12) 
 
It should be noted that αs will change with shearing within the yield locus. On 
this basis, one may surmise that α is somewhat more reasonable from a theoretical 
viewpoint than αs. On the other hand, one may equally surmise that αs has the 
advantage of simplicity. This is because the yielding and state boundary surfaces 
could be easily identified by normalizing the stress path behaviour with the equivalent 
pressure on the isotropic boundary, as shown in Plane (6.2). 
 
6.3   Effect of α- and αs-Normalization 
6.3.1 Triaxial Test Data of Current Study 
 
As shown in Figure 6.5, normalization by p’*e and α bring all the stress paths 
and their peaks much closer to the normalized yield locus. This is also reflected in 
Figure 6.6 which shows the peak strengths of the treated specimens. As can be seen, 
these peak strengths after normalization for volume and current stress sensitivity α are 
applied, could be adequately described by a general yield locus. By comparing this 
figure with Figure 5.24, a significant improvement in generalizing the peak strengths 
of the treated specimens with different OCRs, curing conditions, as well as 
consolidation pressures at pre- and post-gross yield, is obtained. This clearly 
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demonstrates the importance to use current values of sensitivity as an indicator of 
continuous change in soil structure during shearing, in particular cement stabilized 
clay.  
 
 Figure 6.7 compares the peak strengths based on the α- and αs-normalization 
proposed in the previous section. As can be seen, both ways of normalization produce 
similar results, this being readily attributable to the low value of the re-compression 
index. It should be noted that the normalized stress plane (6.2) as a result of αs-
normalization is similar to that used by Cuccovillo & Coop (1999), where the 
equivalent pressure on the intact isotropic boundary of the structured soil, p’IB is 
actually the p’o,s (κ=0 during shear) used in this study. Such normalization procedure 
has an advantage as the stress path is only normalized with the equivalent pressure on 
the NCL of the structured soils or the PYCL in the current study.  
 
6.3.2 Triaxial Test Data of Kamruzzaman (2002) 
 Kamruzzaman (2002) has also reported a series of undrained triaxial test to 
investigate the effect of cement contents and curing periods on the mechanical 
behaviour of the cement treated clay. The treated specimens were laboratory prepared 
and cured under atmospheric pressure. The 10% and 30% of cement contents with 
curing period of 7 days of the triaxial data were extracted as to examine the 
applicability of the proposed normalizations. The 20% cement PYCL is that obtained 
from this study 
 
 Figure 6.8 shows the isotropic compression behaviour of the treated specimens 
with different cement contents, together with the current data. The gross yield points 
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of both 10% and 30% cement contents identified by Kamruzzaman (2002) were about 
170kPa and 300kPa, respectively. However, the gross yield value of the 30% cement 
content is lower than the 20% cement content in the current study. This might 
attribute to the high specific volume of the specimen. By projecting the PYCL of 20% 
cement content, it could be readily seen that its yield value is lower than that of 30% 
cement content, at a similar specific volume.  This is consistent with postulation of 
Rotta et. al (2003).   
 
 Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively show the stress path behaviour of both10% 
and 30% cement contents, normalized with p’o,s, this is equivalent to the αs-
normalization. The αs-normalization is used instead of the α-normalization due to lack 
of information on the CCL for these specimens’. The CCL is likely to vary with 
cement content as it depends largely on the particle size distribution of the cement-
clay mixture before significant structure has formed. As both figures show, the stress 
paths of these specimens exhibit a common pattern of behaviour, which is similar to 
that observed in the current study. Based on these stress paths and peak strengths, a 
gross yield loci can be fitted, as shown in Figures 6.11. From this figure, it can be 
seen that the (i.e. the deviator stress at the crown of the normalized gross yield locus) 
data of Kamruzzaman’s (2002) treated specimen increases with cement content, as 
one would expect. However, the current data buck this trend, in that its 20% cement 
content used in this study produces an even higher normalized maximum deviator 
stress than Kamruzzaman’s (2002) 30% cement-treated specimens. One possible 
reason may be the differences in the properties of the untreated clays used in both 
studies. The current study used untreated clay that was collected from the offshore 
dredge site for a reclamation project near to Pulau Tekong, while Kamruzzaman 
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(2002) used clay collected from an onshore excavation project. These differences are 
reflected in the percentage of grain size distribution as shown in Table 6.2. As can be 
seen, the soil used in Kamruzzman’s (2002) study has a much higher proportion of 
clay.  
  
Table 6.2: Percentage of grain size distribution of untreated clays used 
Study Sand (%) Silt (%) Clay (%) 
Current study 7 71 22 
Kamruzzaman (2002) 10 22 68 
 
 
 Figures 6.11 can be further normalized by the slope M of the line joining the 
origin and the crown of the gross yield locus, as suggested in the Cotecchia & 
Chandler’s (2000) framework. As can be seen from Figure 6.12, the peak strengths 
now reduced to a single curve, which could be described by a general gross yield 
locus. This clearly indicates the general applicability of the proposed normalizations 
to define a single gross yield locus. The data are normalized for volume (p*’e), 
changes in soil structure (α) and perhaps composition (M). This is very much similar 
to the framework proposed by Cotecchia & Chandler (2000), except the current study 
recognizes the continuous change in soil structure during shear, which is needed in the 
normalization of the artificial structured soil behaviour. It should be noted that the 
above normalized yield locus only describes the behaviour of the soil up to the peak 








 The present research has investigated the various curing conditions such as 
atmospheric pressure, isotropically loaded-drained and -undrained curing stresses on 
the microstructure as well as engineering performance of cement treated marine clay. 
Subsequently, the constitutive behaviour of the treated specimens under triaxial 
loadings were examined and related to the microstructural changes. Finally, a general 
behavioural framework was postulated for cement treated clay.  
 
 The study was conducted based on the conditions and assumptions as follows: 
(a) The specimen of cement-clay mixtures are prepared in laboratory with a 20% 
cement content and cured for 7 days. In such a condition, the results presented 
are likely to be applicable to such limited configurations. 
(b) The elementary assumption applied to the cement-clay specimen such that the 
boundaries are properly defined and controlled. The mixture within the 
element is assumed to be isotropically homogeneous. 
(c) The specimen has insignificant air content. 
(d) The phase relationships for cement-clay model only accounts for both 
hydration and curing-consolidation effects. The pozzolanic reaction is not 
considered in the phase relationship. 
(e) In deriving the phase relationship for cement treated clay, the hydration model 
derived from cement-water paste (Neville, 1995) is directly applied to the 
clay-cement-water mixtures, assuming hydration is independent of clay 
CHAPTER 7 
particles. In addition, the rate of hydration derived from cement-water paste is 
reasonably assumed to be unaffected by the microscopic arrangement between 
cement-clay particles that are in contact. 
 
Based on the conditions and assumptions applied, the results obtained in the current 
study may be concluded as follows:  
(a) For a given cement content and curing period, the basic properties, strength and 
compressibility beahviour of cement-treated specimens that were cured under 
various curing conditions such as atmospheric pressure, isotropically loaded-
drained and –undrained, can be largely correlated to their post-curing void ratio 
and effective confining stress.  
(b) The proposed volume-mass model for cement treated clay which accounts for 
both initial consolidation and hydration effects can reasonably predict the basic 
properties of the post-cured specimens.  
(c) Microstructural observation shows that the cement-treated clay are aggregated 
into clusters, which are face-to-face flocculated with significant intra-aggregate 
pore volume. This is consistent with and accounts for the increase of liquid limit 
for cement-treated clay.  
(d) The particle size distributions obtained by using different periods of remoulding 
time show that the aggregation effect which results from the cement treatment is 
gradually destroyed by remoulding. The greater the remoulding effort and 
duration, the greater is the amount of aggregation destroyed, resulting in smaller 
and smaller particle sizes. This makes it difficult to clearly define a grading 
curve for cement treated clay. 
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(e) By postulating that the Curing-Consolidation Line (CCL), which defines the 
compression behaviour of pre-cured cement-clay mixture (presumably before 
significant structure has formed) is similar to the Intrinsic Compression Line 
(ICL) for natural soils when reconstituted, a reasonably self-consistent 
framework similar to that proposed by Cotecchia and Chandler (2000) can be 
established. The isotropic compressive behaviour of the cement treated clay 
reflects the stress sensitivity of the treated soil. Beyond isotropic gross yield, the 
stress sensitivity decreases and a similar Post-Yield Compression Line (PYCL) 
for cement treated clay originated from different states at post-treatment was 
obtained. This indicates that the isotropic compression behaviour of cemented-
treated marine clay is broadly similar to that for natural and artificially cemented 
soils.  
(f) The triaxial shearing behaviour for cement treated clay under drained and 
undrained conditions can be summarized as follows: 
1. CIU specimens which were sheared at high over-consolidation ratio 
(OCR>> 2) failed near the tensile failure envelope. The post-peak stress path 
is quite variable, but many show a slight increase in mean effective stress 
towards the ultimate failure. This is suggestive of dilatancy near ultimate 
failure. 
2. CIU specimens which were sheared at lower OCR of ~2 show stiff response 
up to a peak strength. Their stress path is roughly vertical, which suggests 
largely elastic behaviour up to the peak strength. The post-peak stress path 




3. CIU specimens which were sheared normally consolidated or slightly over-
consolidated also show a stiff response up to a peak strength, but their stress 
paths trace out a curved line which resembles the cap of a yield surface, 
thereby suggesting plastic behaviour. The post-peak stress path usually 
shows a slight decrease in the mean effective stress. 
4. CID specimens which were sheared at high OCR (say ~10) also show stiff 
response up to peak strength. The post-peak strain softening region is 
accompanied by volumetric dilation. 
5. CID specimens which were sheared at lower OCR show a peak strength 
which occurs well after the elastic-plastic transition points. The elastic-
plastic transition points are marked by large volumetric compression up to 
the peak stress, followed by a slightly volumetric increase at post-peak, 
presumably as a result of swelling induced by unloading. 
6. A yield locus can be deduced by connecting up the peak stress points of CIU 
specimens and CID specimens sheared at high OCR, as well as the elastic-
plastic transition points. 
(g) The normalized stress paths for volume p*’e and initial stress sensitivity Sσ in the 
current study show that the behavioural framework for natural soils postulated 
by Cotecchia and Chandler’s (2000) could not be applied in its entirety, in 
particular for drained sheared specimens with low OCR. It was found that the 
constant stress sensitivity Sσ used in Cotecchia and Chandler’s (2000) 
framework only accounts for the initial soil structure after consolidation, but not 
the change in soil structure arises from drained shearing. This is supported from 
both SEM observations and pore structure analysis which indicate significant 
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microstructure changes during shearing were associated with volumetric 
changes.  
(h) The proposed behavioral framework for cement treated clay, which uses p*’e and 
current stress sensitivity α (α varying with specific volume) as normalization 
parameters, shows that the normalized stress paths for both undrained and 
drained shearing follow a similar pattern of behaviour. This could adequately be 
described by a general gross yield locus or yield loci on the State Boundary 
Surface (SBS). The triaxial data of Kamruzzaman (2002) also agree well with 
the proposed normalization procedures.  
(i) Post-peak strain softening behaviour of cement treated clay is associated with 
rupturing. A progressive decrease in the post-peak friction coefficient (Mr) with 
rupturing was obtained. The SEM observations indicate that the break-up of 
aggregates into smaller aggregates and particles, thus a finer particulate texture 
on the rupture surface was seen as rupturing is progressed.  
(j) The post-ruptured ultimate strength envelope for cement treated clay was not a 
straight line. In all cases, the frictional coefficient is near to or above the critical 
state frictional coefficient of the untreated marine clay. This is also mirrored in 
the microstructure of specimen sheared at low mean normal effective stress, 
where a highly aggregated structure still remains, vis a-vis the much finer 
texture for specimens sheared to failure at high mean normal effective stress.  
 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Study 
(a) The behavioural framework postulated for cement-treated clay in this study is 
based on 20% cement content and 7-day curing period. Since the strength 
property of the treated soil is dependent on both cement content and curing 
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period, it is uncertain whether the framework which uses normalization 
procedures could also be applied to various configurations of cement-treated 
soils. This issue is therefore necessary for further research. 
 
(b) The cement-treated clay sample prepared in this study is more representative of 
deep mixing method. A further study could be made to include for high cement 
content as well as high water/cement ratio to simulate the operations of jet 
grouting. Furthermore, the triaxial behaviour of in-situ cement-treated 
specimens is essential for investigation, in a way such that the field samples are 
also conformed to the proposed behavioural framework. 
(c) A constitutive model for cement treated clay under triaxial loadings could be 
formulated based on the constitutive behavior presented in the study. This is 
necessary such that the improved ground could be reasonably incorporated into 












Figure 2.1: Schematic illustrations of improved soil (after Saitoh et al., 1985) 
 






























 Figure 2.3: Factors control the properties of cement treated soil  


















Figure 2.4: In-situ mixing tools for soil cement mixtures  

























 Figure 2.5: Effect of cement type on compressive strength of soil-cement 





























Figure 2.6: Effect of different stabilizers on compressive strength of 






















 Figure 2.7: Effect of grain size distribution on cement stabilization  
































 Figure 2.8: Effect of soil types on cement stabilization  



























Figure 2.9: Effect of initial water content on cement stabilization  


























 Figure 2.10: Effect of initial water content on cement stabilization  
























Figure 2.11: Effect of mixing time on lime stabilization  


























Figure 2.12: Effect of mixing time on cement stabilization  


























 Figure 2.13: Effect of blade rotations on in-situ strength  































Figure 2.14: Effect of curing time on strength  


























Figure 2.15: Effect of curing temperature on strength  































Figure 2.16: Effect of curing temperature on compressive strength of silt 


























Figure 2.17: Correlation of unconfined compressive strength between in-situ 


























Figure 2.18: Effect of cement content on 1-D eodometer compression curve 



























 Figure 2.19: Triaxial behaviour of treated clay under (a) drained; and (b) 
























Figure 2.20: Effect of strain measurements on modulus of cement treated soil 
































 Figure 2.21: Comparisons of stress condition between in-situ and 



























 Figure 2.22: Peak strength envelopes for specimens cured under 
























































 Figure 2.24: Peak strength envelope on effective stress plane  





















































Figure 2.25: Consolidated drained triaxial behaviour with different confining 























 Figure 2.26: Pore pressure responses with different confining pressures  























Figure 2.27: Pore pressure responses with different cement contents  


























































Figure 2.28: Undrained stress path behaviour of cement treated clay for  

















Figure 3.1: Demoulding the soil-cement sample for isotropic load-curing  
 




















Mean, µ = 1.29%













Figure 3.1A: Distribution curve of air content (in percentage) 










































Figure 3.1B: Liquid and bleeding limits of fresh cement-slurry 

























































Figure 3.5: Mercury Intrusion Porosimeter (Micromeritics Autopore III 
9420) for pore size analysis  
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(c)  Loaded curing stress, pcure (kPa)
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Figure 4.3: Predicted and measured volume-mass properties of cement 
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 Figure 4.4: Comparisons between predicted and measured volume-mass 
properties of cement treated clay   
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Figure 4.5: Measured specific gravity using (a) both wet and dry methods with 
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 Figure 4.6: Measured specific gravity using both wet and dry methods together with 
predicted values for different cement contents   
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end of 7-day curing period (loaded-undrained)



































































































































































































 Figure 4.9: Pore size distribution for specimens cured under various stress states  
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 Figure 4.12: Grading curves for untreated marine clay, cement particles, 



















































Figure 4.13: Grading curves for cement treated clay with different remoulding periods  
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Figure 4.15: Changes of liquid limit at different remoulding periods  
 
 













































Figure 4.16: Grading curves for the treated specimens with various loaded-


































































Figure 4.17: Plasticity chart for cement treated clay under various 
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Figure 4.19: Generalisation of UCT peak strength with post-cured moisture content  
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 Figure 4.21: Variation of undrained shear strength for remoulded soils and 
cement treated clay with liquidity index; remoulded soils data obtained from 
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 Figure 4.22: Isotropic compressive behaviour of cement-treated 
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 Figure 4.23: Determination of gross-yield point through (a) Standard Casagrande method; 


































with curing stress,  pcure'= 50, 100, 250, 500kPa and 
consolidated at p0'= 50, 100, 250, 500kPa respectively
Dashed line: 
without curing stress
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with curing stress,  pcure'= 50, 100, 250, 500kPa and 
consolidated at p0'= 50, 100, 250, 500kPa respectively
Dashed line: 
without curing stress
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 Figure 4.24: Consolidated undrained triaxial behaviour for specimens cured with and 
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 Figure 4.25: Comparisons of stress – strain behaviour from both CIU and UCT tests 
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Figure 4.26: Consolidated drained triaxial behaviour for specimens cured with and 























Figure 5.1: Artificial flocculated treated soil structure with trapped intra-aggregate pore 
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 Figure 5.2: Isotropic compression curves for untreated specimen, 0CON0 
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Figure 5.6: Changes of microstructures with isotropic compression pressures  
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 Figure 5.8: Permeability – void ratio behaviour under isotropic compression pressures 
 
 









































 Figure 5.9: Grading curves for 0CONY specimens, after remoulding for 






































































Figure 5.10: Atterberg’s limits for treated specimens subjected to 
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Figure 5.11: Undrained triaxial behaviour for pre-cured soil-cement 
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 Figure 5.12: Undrained stress paths, peak strength envelope and critical 
state line for pre-cured soil-cement mixtures   
 
 

































 Figure 5.13: Normalised stress paths and state boundary surface for pre-
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 Figure 5.14: Stress path under Ko consolidation test with unloading  
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 Figure 5.15: Compression paths for the treated specimens undergo different 
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Figure 5.16: Gross yield locus for cement treated clay  
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 Figure 5.17: Undrained and drained stress paths behaviour consolidated at pre-


















































Figure 5.18: Normalised stress paths behaviour consolidated at pre-gross yield 










































 Figure 5.19: Normalised stress paths behaviour consolidated at pre-gross yield 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.23: Normalized stress paths behaviour consolidated at post-gross yield, 





























































Figure 5.24: Peak strengths of the treated specimens consoidated at both pre- and 
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 Figure 5.25: Peak strength envelope for treated specimens with OCR=1 in (a) p’-q 
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 Figure 5.26: Peak strengths for the treated specimen with OCRs and YSRs in (a) p’-q 
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 Figure 5.28: Changes of microstructure corresponding to stress states and 
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Figure 5.29: Changes of pore size distributions after drained and undrained triaxial 






















































































































 (b)  
 Figure 5.30: Stress- strain behaviour of cement treated clay in (a) drained triaxial; and 
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Figure 5.31: Behaviour of unloading-reloading stress paths: (a) during peak, 
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Fig er ure 5.31: Behaviour of unloading-reloading stress path after rupturing und
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 Figure 5.32: Effects of re-consolidation pressure within SBS on the behaviour 
of stress path: (a) before rupturing; and (b) after rupturing with swelling or 
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Figure 5.33: Post-rupture states in (a) p’-q stress plane; and (b) v-lnp’ 
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 Figure 5.35: Microstructure at post-rupture states, as shown in the mechanical behaviour
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Figure 5.36: Changes of pore structure with Mr, as shown in the mechanical 
behaviour (refer Figure 5.34 for numbering of states) 





























































Figure 5.37: Entrance pore structure at post-rupture states, as shown in the 
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 Figure 6.1: Influence of b parameter on compression after gross yield  
 















































 Figure 6.2: Idealisation of isotropic compression behaviour for cement treated 















































 Figure 6.3: Normalizing factor for current stress sensitivity  
 










































 Figure 6.4: Normalizing factor for current stress sensitivity 


















































































































































































 Figure 6.5: Stress paths behaviour after normalized by volume and current stress 
sensitivity for cement treated specimens consolidated at: (a-c) pre-gross yield; and 
















































 Figure 6.6: Peak strengths after normalized by volume and current stress 
sensitivity for cement treated specimen    
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Figure 6.8: Isotropic compression behaviour of the treated specimens with 

















































 Figure 6.9: Undrained stress path behaviour at 10% cement content based 
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 Figure 6.10: Undrained stress path behaviour at 30% cement content 
based on αs-normalisation   
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Figure 6.11: Peak strengths and gross yield loci at different cement contents 



























































Figure 6.12: Peak strengths and gross yield loci at different cement contents after 
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